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Formed in September 1970, the U.S. Coast Guard's Air Cushion Vhiicle

(ACV) Evaluation Unit is commanded by Commander Thomas C. Lutton and

headquartered at the Fort Point Coast Guard Station, San Francisco,

Cagifornia.

In January 1971, the Unit initiated an intensive nine-month operational
evaluation of the applicability of ACV's to a variety of typical day/night,

all-weather coastal missions including search and rescue, pollution control, law

eniorcement, maintenance of navigation aids and logistics support. This

program was conducted with two ACV's in the San Francisco Bay area. During

this period, over 1,KW0 hours of actual operating time were accumulated and
nearly 200 search and rescue cams were accomplished. Their use In supporting

the off-shore large Navigation Buoy as well as other aids was equally effactive.
The Unit provided the operating and maintenance crews and a third crt-ft

for the six-month Arctic operational test program conducted by the Defense

Department's Advanced Poesarch Projectr Agency in Alaska. The craft
successfully operated out of Point Barrow on the snow, lt,, tundra and the
polar ice pack of the Arctic Ocean.

The Evaluation Unit is now conducting an extended nine-month

evaluation that Is scheduled to be completed by July 1972. uring thit period,

one craft will operate out of northern Michigan to evaluato its use in

supporting the Departmnent of Transportation's study into extending the
shipping season on the Great Lakes. A second craft will operate on the
Chesapeake Bay, extending the evaluation to the East Coast. The third craft

will continue to operate In the San Francisou Bay area.
The three 10-ton, 70-knot Bel SK-S's being operated by the unit were

originally delivered by the Bell Aerospace Division of Textron, Buffalo. N.Y.,
to the U.S. Navy in 1968 for combat evaluation in the Republic of South Viet
N.m where they logged ore than 4,500 hours of o .eraton before being
returned, refurbished and reassigned to the US. Cosas Guard in 1970.

Commercial versions of the Bell SK-5 have been demonstrated since 1964
throughout the United States and Canada. Two of them shuttled more than

13,000 passengers across San Francisco Bay between Metropolitan Oakland
International Airpot, San Francisco International Airport and dowrntown San
Francisco in a year-long feasibility study program in 1965-66.

I) For further information, contact:

Commander Thomas C. Lutton, USCG
Coast Guard ACV Evaluation Unit
Fort Point Coast Gu-rd Station

San Francisco, California 94129
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ABSTR1ACT

"'The United States Coast Guard has cacpleted an extensive eighteen
month evaluation of air cushion vehicles tc detem~ine their potential
useful1ness in meeting its expanding missions and responsibilities. , During
the first phase of this evaluation, two craft were operated fram•-the ACV
Evaluation Unit, San Francisco, California, while the thii3d operated out
of Pt. Bairow, Alaska. The results were -docmented in the first evaluation
report, ACV EU 3960-01.

"-During the ten month period of this -eoond phase, it has operated
the air cu.Anion vehicles ovar 800 hours in San Francisco, the Northern Great
Lakes, and Uie Chesapeake Bay regions. The cperating areas have included
the ice of Lake Huron, the narrow passages of the East Coast Intracoastal
Waterway, the wide expanses of Chesapeake Bay and the confined spaces of
Oakland International Airport. This final evaluation reporty-AMWEtU-3960-02;•,"a)cetails the dplqyate. opera-"tonsI and §•i-PY•je8Ea-ý&dted by the

Evaluation Unit as well as new hovercraft developments.e tb

The ACV has dramatically and repeatedly demonstrated its capability
to effectively perform a wide range of Coast Guard missions. The establish-
ment of a permanmnt operating unit in San Francisco will insure the availability
of this uniqae capability. The air cushion vehicle can be expected to play
a significant role in the future Coast Guard.
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AIR CLSHION VEHICLE FINAL EVALUTICt• ORO

The Coast Guard has ompleted the second and final phase of an
eighteen minth evaluation of air cushion vehicles. During this period,
the ACV' s were operated in San Francisco, the Northern Great Lakes,
Chesapeake Bay and in the International Transportation Exposition. This
Evaluation Report docuents the results of this ten month Phase II period.
It is a cmpiimentary acm tn to tlhe initial report (ACV EU 3960-01) and
together they record in detail the Coast Guard's effort in this challengingrx-v. f ield.

BACKG••t

When three Navy SK-5 air cushion vehicles became available in late I
1969, the Coai^ Guard initiated an expanded ACV evaluation program. The
three craft were refurbished in late 1970. ACV 01 and ACV 02, operating

out of the ACV Evalwation Unit at Ft. Point, were utilized in the mission
. areas of

. Search and Rescue

Aids to Navigation

, Law Enforcement/Oil Pollution

Marine Safety

The third, "arati•.ed" craft, ACV 03, was operated out o± Pt.

Barrow, Alaska by the Ooast Guard in support the the Advanced Research
Projects Agency's Arctic test program.

During the eight month Phase I period of the Coast Guard's evaluation,
the three craft accumulated over 1400 hours of operation and participated in
185 search and rescue cases. The report of Phase I details the operations,
the personnel and training requirements, the Arctic deployment, maintenance
and operating costs, and the potential for expanded Coast Guard use.

COAST GUAMS AIR CtSHIMt VEHICLES

The Coast Guard's SK-5 air cushion vehicle is the same basic design
as the SR.N5 developed by British HovercraJt Corporation. It has a length
of 38 feet 10 inches, a Lem of 22 et9 inches and a height of 15 feet
11 inches. The cabin supports a crew of three consisting of the Cperator,
Radar!avigator, and Search and Rescue Crewman. It can ccefortably carry
six passengers or an appropriate amount of cameo in addition to the crew.

The craft has a maximum speed of 70 knots and a range of 300 nautical
miles. The SK-5 is pmnred by a General Electric U1 100 Marine Gas Turbine
rated at 1050 shaft horsepower. A three-bladed, variable pitch propeller
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provides the required thrust while a seven-foot diameter centrifugal fan 4
supplies the necessary cushion. Both fan and propeller are driven by the
single engine.

EXPANEED EVALUATIN

It was the initial intent to evaluate two vehicles in the San Francisco
Bay area, and support the third vehicle in Northern Alaska through October 1971. 1
During the course of this evaluation, however, it becam apparent that the .ACV
was a unique craft able to effectively perform various missions of both a
helicopter and a rescue boat. The ACV cannot cmpletely replace either a
helicopter or a boat' it does, hoever, fill a gap between the capabilities
of the two. It is an ideal vehicle for the saving of lives on protected orj semi-protected waters.

The performance of the air cushion vehicle dictated an extended
and expanded evaluation. The remarkable performance of the craft operating
in the Arctic pack ice also encouraged the further evaluation of winter
operations. The greater-than-anticipated usefulness in the aids to naviga-
tion field prcupted additional inquiry of its ultimate capabilities.

:he preliminary results of the initial evaluation coupled with
strong interest and support by the Fifth and Ninth Districts, dictated the
expansion of our original evaluation goals into those areas. The Carandant

I directed, therefore, the deployment of an air cushion vehicle to the
Northern Great Lakes and the Chesapeake Bay for further evaluation. The ACV
Ev.iluation Unit would remain responsible for the operation and support of
all Coast Guard hovercraft efforts.

The evaluation of the Great Lakes and Chesapeake Bay operations
documented in this report were formulated by their respective District

OPERATIWN IN THE NOMRI GRAT LAKES

On completion of the Arctic trials at Point Barrow, Alaska, ACV 03
was disassenbled and air shipped to Traverse City, Michigan. After ex-
tensive repair and refurbishment, the craft ocmmnced operations from
St. Ignace Coast Guard Station on 10 Noveiter 1971. After some initial delays,
not unccammn with the operation of a unique craft in a relatively remote
area, the operation got into full swing, ANNEX B. An unexptedd chain ofevents, ANNEX G, in late Noverber resulted in the sinking of ACV 03 afteronly 26 hours of operations. It was recovered in June 1972, but not placed

back in operation.
SEven after this brief operating period, the potential of this type of

vehicle in the Nor-hern Great lakes .as obvious. The San Francisco craft,
ACV 02, was then disassembled and shipped to the Ninth Coast Guard District.
This craft performed a wide range of missions and accumulated 7% hours of
operation prior to terminating the program in late March.

6
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Although the northern operation pointed out several interesting
problem areas, the unique capabilities of an aphibious hovercraft vehicle
would prove invaluable in any effort to extend the winter shipping season.
Although the SK-5 is not designed for this operation, many craft under
development or production, ANNEX H, would be admirably suited for such an
assignment. The Ninth District should actively pursue the procurement of
suitable craft for operation in the area. The interest and funds generated
for the expansion of t!le shipping season could adequately support such an
action. It would seem strange, at best, to restrict ship operation through

the ice to daylight hours due to the lack of a suitable ATCN vehicle to
maintain navigation aids.

OPERATICN IN CHESAPEAKE

The Fifth Coast Guard District enthusiastically embraced the
opportunity to participate in the evaluation of the Service's newest resource.
Subsequent operations demonstrated the choice of Milford Haven Coast Guard
Station as the operating site was most appropriate. The District Staff's
participation, fram ramp construction to planning the survey of navigation
aids in the Intracoastal Waterway, significantly contributed to the success
of the evaluation.

Although the major utilization of the hovercraft was in the aids to
"navigation Wission area, ANNEX C, the craft effectively operated in all of
the traditional mission areas, ANNEX D. During the six months ACV 01
operated in the Chesapeake area, the craft accumulated nearly 500 mission
hours of operation perforiang 193 individual sorties. Besides the normal
operational missions, the craft and crew were deployed to Washington, D. C.
in connection with a series of briefings and dmonstrations for Coast Guard
Headquarters and Department of Transportation personnel as well as members

S[of Congress.

Anyone familiar '•ith the Chesapaake Bay area is acutely aware of
the vast water and coastal areas, the extensive navigation systems to be
maintained and the ever-expanding joating population. The requirement to
cover large areas in a short time, to be independent of the effect of
constantly changing shoals and bars, and to operate in such adverse weather
conditions as fog, dictates that the Fifth District be given a high
priority for the future assignment of a high-speed aphibious hovercraft.

SOPERATICN IN SAN FRANCISCO

No attempt was made to duplicate the initial evaluation efforts
doctmented in the first report. While responding to normal operational
requests within the constraints of craft availability, the major emphasis
was given to investigating additional uses for the unique characteristics
of the hovercraft, ANNEX E. These included special night operationalI tests for the U. S. Navy and an airport crash rescue study for the
Department of Transportation.
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TRANSPO 72

The United States International Transportation Exposition was the ,4
first of its kind. It embraced all modes of transportation - land, sea,
air and space. The Secretary of Transportation John A. Volpe was charged
with the overall responsibility and managesent of the Exposition.

The inclusion of the ACV in this giant show was considered as early
-as September 1971 after the Secretary's visit to San Francisco and ride on
the craft. After ompleting the evaluation in the Chesapeake Bay area, the
hovercraft was disassembled and transported to Dulles International Airport,
site of TRANSPO 72.

The air cushion vehicle was strategically displayed, and tens of
thousands of visitors inspected her during the nine-day exposition. In
addition, the craft was scheduled to conduct a daily operational demonstration
for additional thousands of spectators - the only Coat Guard resource to be
so selected, ANNEX F.

With the increasing requirement in these times of "zeto draft" to
interest qualified young men in careers in the Coast Guard, the air cushion
vehicle has continually deionstrated its ability to capture the attentionjf of the public and the press and tell the Coast Guard story.

CCNCLUSION

ii The air cushion vehicle will not replace the use of boats or aircraftin the Coast Guard. Nor is the ACV suited for operations in all areas
where the service has a re.ponsibility or idission.

This Cmmand does conclude, however, that the air clshion vehicle
can and should play a significant role in the future Coast Guard. Used I
in concert with conventional boats and aircraft, the Coast Guard could
provide a more effective response capability at less cost. The cptimu
allocation of resources between boats, aircraft and hovercraft in a
particular area would be an appropriate task for the Headquarters Search

•;j Iand Pescue Cmputer Simulation Program. ACV operational characteristics,
cost data and tmo detailed evaluation reports have been provided by this
Cimand as inputs. The demonstrated capability of properly trained general
serwice enlisted personnel to operate the craft should provide an attractive

~ I incentive.
The CMmandant's decision to approve the Twelfth District Planning

Proposal, ANNEX E Appendix 3, and establish an air cushion vehicle/otor
lifeboat operating unit at Fort Point is an appropriate next step. The
SK-5 models currently in the Coast Guard inventory have provided "true
and faithful service." It should be fully appreciated, however, that this
model is the first production hovercraft manufactured, that these parti-
cular craft completed two tours in Viet Nan before being relinquished

8



to the Coast Guard, and that we have operated them for nearly two years,
shipping them from place to place (ANNEX A), and finally returning them
to San Francisco.

Rich has been lear-ed in the hovercraft industry in the past ten
years and more suitable craft are now available, AEX H. Te Coast Guard
has dcmnstrated a leadership capability in a new field that has significant
potential to help meet our future requirerents. If the sawe perserverance
is applied to obtaining a new and more suitable craft as was applied to
the Coast Guard's evaluation effort, the Service will remain a leader in
the operation and application of air cushion vehicles.
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BAOKGID:ost

During the evaluation of the Coast Guard's air cushion vehicles, thecraft have been trangported to a variety of locations utilizing both air and .
surface modes. T'he Air Cashion Vehicle Evaluation report, ACV EU 3960-01, •

l Octber 1971, discussed thd air shipment of ACV 03 from San Francisco to
Barrow, Alaska, in March 1971. This AWX will cover all subsequent ACV A
deployments and provide a comprehensive analysis of each shipment.

BARRM, ALASKA M1 TRAVERSE CITY, MICHIGAN:
The air cushion vehicle assigned to Barrow, Alaska was transported to

I Traverse City, Michigan by AF MC C-124 cargo plane and two USCG C-130 aircraft.
Several problems and unscheduled delays were associated with this operation.

The ARPA Arctic test program was completed in mid August, 1971 and
the ACV 03 was made ready for shipment to Michigan. The craft was brought into
the hanger at the Naval Arctic Research. Laboratory and dissassembled down to the
tx••se major components, figure A-1. The side bodies were secured to wooden
s.hipping skids, figure A-2, and were loaded on cargo sleds by use of a fork
lift, figure A-3. The cabin was packed with miscellaneous support equipment
and spare parts and transported with the side bodies via cargo sleds to theýipi for pickup by the Aii" Force C-124 -cargo plane, figure A-4.

The shipment of the ACV 03 and its support equipment was assigned to
~ Bthe Military Airlift Ccmmand (MC) for an estimated cost of nine thousand dollars.

MC Headquarters in turn assigned the Special Air Mission (SAM) to one of itsI
reserve caoponents. The Reserve Squadron issued an itinerary with a pickup in
the first week of September. After delays due to weather and various aircraft

I mechanical problems, the mission was aborted. MAC rescheduled the SAM and a
U second itinerary was published eirecting another C-124 to make the pickup on

14 September. It.was thought that one C-124 aircraft could accagiodate the/I whole 25,000 pound load.

On the fourteenth of Septarber, the Air Force C-124 arrived at Will
Rogers Mtmicipal Airport, Barrow, Tlaska for the pickup. This craft, surprisingly,
was already partially loaded with other cargo and could accommodate the center
body only, figures A-5 and A-6, which arrived at Traverse City, Midbigan, on
16 Septeaer. A second Air Force C-124 was authorized to transport the remaining
cargo but this Special Air Mission was cancelled because of non-availability of
an aircraft or crew. The remainder of the cargo was eventually transported to
its destination by Coast Guard C-130s, regular MAC aircraft, and once in the

- lower 48, by truck. %be major problem with this method of dnployment is the
lack of control and commnmication with the Air Force Reserve, both by MAC and
the Coast Guard. Onee MAC issues a SAM, they lose effective control and areS deunable to detennine the progress of the operation. For future planning, if the
deployment of an ACV requires air transport, it is reommended that a ccnbined
air and truck routing be utilized and airlifting the craft only as far as
necessary for surface pickup.

1 A-1
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I Figure A-I

IIk
1 SIDE BODY

I CENTER BODY

I SIDE BODY

C raft disassembled into three basic comnonents

IFigure -

Side-body secured to shippina skid

A -2
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Figure A-.3
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Figures A-5 & A-6

Loading the Center body on the MAC C124 Air TransportI
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The ACV 03 was assembled at the Coast Guard Air Station in Traverse
City, Michigan, figures A-7, A-8. The Air Station Command and assigned personnel
provided invaluable assistance throughout the Great Lakes deployment and are toI. be highly comended.

DEPIOYM VIA LAND TRANSPORTS:I
The deployment of two Coast Guard SK-5 air cushion vehicles from

San Francisco to the east by truck was successfully accomplished during this
evaluation. ACV 01 was deployed to Chesapeake Bay and ACV 02 was transported
to the Great Lakes to replace ACV 03 which sank in Lake Huron.

3 nThe Tri-State Trucking Ompany, Joplin, Mo., was contracted to handle
the shipping of both ACVs. They provided the necessary equipment consisting of a
standard forty foot flat bed truck and an extendable low boy truck. Mhen dis-
assembled, the craft's side bodies were separately bolted to special woden
shipping skids which effectively prevented stmictural warping and damage to the
side mount fittings. This was a probJ.em experienced on prior shipmernts.

The side bodies were loaded on a standard forty foot flat bed with the
use of the Travelift crane, figure A-9. The side bodies were loaded with the
outer decks butted together and several three by three foot pieces of plywoodSI r~oring were placed between them to prevent chafing. With the side bodies in
place on the truck, the void spaces between the outer skin and bouyancy tanks
ware utilized for shipping the smallex copnents of the craft's skirt system.

The craft's center body was loaded on extendable low boy truck by use
of the Unit's Travelift crane, figure A-10. The low boy, in lieu of a standard
flatbed, was required to satisfy the interstate height requirements. Special
wide load permits were required as the center body exceeded, by a few inches, the
standard eight foot width. Plywood shoring was placed between the craft's
landing pads and the metal frame of the low boy to distribute the load. The cabin
area was utilized to transport nuch of the necessary support equipment. The
rudders were secured in a neutral position and the propeller was secured to prevent
rotation during transport. All windows on the craft were covered with paper, the
radar dome and radio antennas were removed and placed in the cabin amd the cabin
door was locked. Figure A-ll shows the craft secured on the trucks ready forshipment east. The peripherial skirt, packed in a large wooden box, and other

e,.uipment or containers were placed on the remaining usable areas of the trucks.

! I CHESAPEAKE BAY, NOVEMBER 1971 to JUO 1972:

: 3 The shipment of ACV 01 to the Chesapeake Bay area by truck went smoothly
1 | 1 and with relatively few problems. The only delay that was experienced was caused

by blizzard and fog conditions in the mid-west which increased the transit time
•• I of the center body by two days. The total time for the shipment of the craft to

NAS Norfolk, the assembly site, was fifteen days for the side body load and
seventeen days for the center body load. The total cost for shipment was $3,817.20,

. the center body load being responsible for $2,300 of the. bill. The higher cost
for shipnent of the center body is due to the requirement for special equipment
"(extendable low boy) and its outside dimension configuration requiring special
permits and restrictive road times. Prior to the craft's arrival at Norfolk, the
assembly crew, consisting of six creumen frcm the ACV Evaluation Unit, Ft. Point,
arrived and made preparations for receiving and assembling the craft. A hanger

A-5
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* Figures A-7 & A-8
Traverse City Air Station hanger provided
ideal facility for reassembling the ACV,

~A-6
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Figure A-9

Positioning siebodies
.2 on flatbed trailer

411

IFigure A1
Positioning Center body
on low boy using travel

'Ficmure A-"11

4 Craft loaded on
4 road transport,

A-7 I



AMEX A
f acit ateare

facility at NAS Norfolk was utilized for the assembly area, figure A-12.

Fork lifts and cranes used in the assembly, figure A-13, were provided by
the Navy.

GREAT LAKES, DECEMBER 1971 to APRIL 1972:

The transfer of ACV 02 to the Great Lakes in December was accomplished

nearly as smoothly as the Chesapeake Bay shipment. One significant difference
was the delay that resulted from the Christmas holiday season. Many states
would not permit truck movement on the highways during the period of 24-27
December and 31 December to 3 January. This restriction caused a four day
delay in the delivery of the side body load and an eight day delay for the center
body load.

The preparation and the loading of the craft at the ACV Evaluation Unit,
Ft. Point, was acccirplished in a fashion similar to the ACV 01. The side body load
departed San Francisco on 20 December 1971 and arrived at Coast Guard Air Station,
Traverse City, on 7 January 1972. The total cost of shipment was $2,812.50.

•Again, the largest portion of the cost, $2,040.50, was for the shipment of thecenter body.

The assembly of the craft at the Coast Guard Air Station was accomplished
by a crew of six men assigned from the ACV Evaluation Unit.

A cariercial crane and the Air Station's fork lift were used to offload
and assemble the craft. WMen fully assembled, the craft was transported three
miles on a truck to the water. This procedure was possible because of the short
distance involved and the cooppeation of the local police authorities. After a
thorough check of the craft's systaes, the craft was ferried to its operating site
at St. Ignace, Michigan.

On 28 March 1972, the Great Lakes ACV operation was terminated and
preparations were made to transport the craft back to San Francisco from St. Ignace.
The Tri-State Trucking canpany again provided all the necessary equipment. The
craft was placed on blocks, figure A-14, and the skirt system and side bodies
were detached, secured on shipping skids, and moved with the help of the St. Ignace
Coast Guamd Station's crane car, figure A-15. The cabin area was loaded with spare
parts and support equipment and made ready for shipment in a manner described
earlier. The side bodies were loaded on the for~y foot flat bed with the use of a
commercial crane, figure A-16, due to the lack of reach of the Coast Guard's crane
car. The excess area on the flat bed was used to transport the deployment kits
containing a variety of spare parts and repair materials, figure A-17. The side
body load departed St. Ignace on 30 March and arrived at San Francisco on 3 April.

T-he loading of the center body was slightly more involved than in past
situations. The low boy truck, when extended, could be parked no closer than
one hundred and fifty yards from the craft. This LAquired that the center body be
transported by the crane this distance, part of which was up a 25% gradient from
the ramp area. Guide lines were secured to each of the craft's four corners to

f control the craft movanemnt, A-lB. The center body was loaded on the low boy,

hA-8
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* Figures A-12 & A-13

* ~The facility & equipment provide by NAS i~Iorfolk# made
reassembly of the craft a relatively simple task*
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ANMEX A

figure A-19, and secured. The APU and main skirt were loaded on unused areas
of the truck to complete the load.

The center body load departed St. Ignace on 1 April and arrived at
San Francisco on 14 April 1972. A delay was encountered due to a severd snowI storm in the mountain areas of Nevada. The total cost of shipnnt, which
included the craft on two trucks and a considerable amount of support equipment,
was again $2,800.00.

IA]
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effective for lift-
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Figure A-i?

Excess space

I of support
equipmuent.

Figures A-18 A-19
'K Center body transported, via

crane, to awaiting low boy

- transport.,
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EX B 23

GREAT LAKES OPERATIONSI I
BACKGROUND

)r one air cushion vehicle, ACV 03, was deployed to Barrow, Alaska,
in March 1971 in support of the Arctic test program. The craft operated
successfully over a variety of surfaces including both lake ice and ArcticI pack ice.

The Coast Guard,, working in cooperation with several other federal
agencies, have been investigating the potential of extending the shipping
season in the Great Lakes. A major problem, besides keeping shipping lanes
open for ore and coal boats, was the servicing of np rigation aids surrounded
by water, ice, or a ombination thereof. The possible use of hovercraft to
aid in this area was considered.

Upon completion of the Arctic evaluation in September 1971, ACV 03
was made available for further evaluation in the northern Great Lakes area.
To l ffect this evaluation, the Cmcwndant published an Operation Order
(C00WL COGARD No. 2-72 [ACVEVAL] dtd 1 Oct. 71) covering the movament and
operation of the craft. The Ninth Coast Guard District in turn published
an Operation Order (COGENINE No. 35-71 dtd Dec. 71) detailing the tasks
and responsibilities.

T1his ANNEX documents the operation using as the- principal source
of information the four monthly reports and one final report forwarded bythe OCmmmnder, Ninth Coast Guard District to the Cmnmandant (OSR). Photo-

I graphs and supplemental information was supplied by the ACV Evaluation

Unit.

SITE SELECTION AND PREPAPATION

In order to evaluate the ACV under the most stringent conditions,
a operating site in the northern Great Lakes was perferred. After reviewing
the aids to navigation and search and rescue responsibilities of the northern
units, the stations were inspected frmn the air or on the ground for final
site selection.

Coast Guard Station St. Ignace, figure B-1, is located just north
of the Straits of Mackinac and has the responsibility to service navigational
aids both east and west of the Mackinac Bridge. The station itself,
figure B-2, is of relatively new construction with adequate facilities.

The site of the proposed ramp would provide access to the ACV parking
area from two directions. The Civil Engineering Branch of the District Office,
Cleveland, was responsible for the construction of the ramp facility, figurei? B-3. The ramp and parking area, through small with steep approaches, proved

ri •adequate until wave action precipitated rapid deterioration of the ramp,

figure B-4. This caused considerable difficulty and possible damage to the

B-1
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Figure B-2I Aero photograph of C*G*

station# St Ignaceg Mis

Figjure B-3
ramp at: C*G, Sta
St Ignace.

Figure B-4
Wave- action caused
rapid deterioration

of ramp.
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j Figure B-5
On freeze-up, packed
snow smooths out the

ramp,

Figure Bl-6
ARPA conducts tests
on ACV 03 at WGAS .___
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craft, see ANNEX G, until the winter freeze enabled the area to be packed
with snow, figure B-5, thus eliminating that hazard.

The other facilities proved very adequate and the Station personnel
provided invaluable assistance and encouragement throughout the operation.

ACV 03 TRANSFER AND REFURBISHMENT

The deployment of the craft frao Pt. Barrow to Traverse City,
Michigan is covered in ANNEX A of this report. The canter body was
delivered by Aix Force C-124 on 15 September. 'he first five days were
spent in cleaning five* nxnths accumulation of grease and dirt off the

i craft. Due to considerable difficulties in arranging transportation, the
side bodies and miscellaneous equipment did not arrive unti]. 2 October.

1The craft had sustained considerable damage during the Alaskan
operation and shipment south. Repair and refurbishment work was accomplished
on a seven day a week schedule until 9 October. The week of 9 through
15 October was used by ARPA to conduct post Arctic evaluation tests on the
craft, figure B-6.

On October 31st, after being held up again waiting for the pro-' peller to arrive (it was smuehow lost in the shipment fram Alaska to
Michigan) the craft was moved outside the hanger for engine tests.
Although the engine started, it experienced oompressor stalls and failed
to operate properly. After much investigating and part changing, a new
engine arrived and was installed on the craft. On later teardown, the
engir- had considerable blade and stator vane damage, probably due toice ingestion in the Arctic, and would require overhaul.

On 6 November, 53 -days after the center body arrived, the re-
furbishnent was cmpleted and the craft was ready for operation. On
8 November the craft was "moved by truck from the Air Station to the
waters of Traverse Bay. After two days of local operations, the craftdeparted for the operating site arriving at Coast Guard Station
St. Ignace at 1:40 PM on 10 November, figure B-7.

ACV 03 OPERATIONS

fThe initial operations concentrated on familiarizing the crew
with the area, the light structures to be serviced, and the approach to
the ramp. As early as 14 November, it was noted that the ramp was$3 deteriorating rapidly resulting in an 18 inch lip at the edge.

During the period between 8 and 23 November, the craft accmxu-
lated 26.4 hours of operation, participated in six AtoN missions, six
PIO missions and 16 miscellaneous operational missions.

The major emphasis during the period was the support of the aids
to the east of the station; i.e., Martin's Reef Light., Spectacle Reef
Light and Pound Island Light, figure B-8. On November 18, a night.
madical evacuation of a heart attack patient was successfully accoplished
from Mackinac Island.

B-5
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On Tuesday, 23 November, the craft was scheduled for a logistic

run from. St. Ignace to Spectacle Reef and Martin's reef Light Stations.
While backing away fram light structure after cmpleting the transfer of
personnel and supplies at Martin's Reef, the ACV experienced an engine shutdown.

a The craft later sank approximately two miles NW of Martin's Reef. (See
ANNEX G for details of the sinking and subsequent actions).

ACV 03 SALVAG EFFORTS

The Ninth Cbast Guard District rapidly responded to the demands of
the situation. The CG Cutter Sundew indicated on 24 November a possible
locating of the craft but could not verify without divers.

Deteriorating weather accompanying the approaching winter, the
presence of large boulders on the lake bottan, false indications on the
detecting gear continued to frustrate the search efforts.

On 17 December the ACV 03 was finally located less than two miles NW
of Martin's Reef Light in 110 feet of water on a mud and silt bottom, figure
B-8. Water temperature was 320 F and air temperature was 180 F. with a 24 knot
wind out of the north. On 20 December, after bringing the craft to within
ten feet of the surface, the Cutter Sundew attempted to nmve to more sheltered
waters. The after lifting eyes attached to the ACV pulled out and the forward
sling cables parted allowing the hovercraft, once again, to sink to the bottom.

Due to the approaching winter season, further salvage efforts were
terminated.

ACV 02 DEPLOYMENT

In early December it became apparent that a quick and easy recovery of
ACV 03 would not be acctmplished. After consultation between the mad ntdre t,
the affected Districts, and the ACV Evaluation unit, the r ant directed
by message on 9 December tb;?t the ACV 02 be made ready for shipment to theii Great Lakes.

The ACV Evaluation Unit Jimediately commenced procuring equipment and
parts to install the necessary items, such as heaters, needed to operate in
the northern climates. In addition, efforts were initiated to make the
necessary modification to preclude the occurrence of the incident that caused
the sinking of ACV 03. (See ANNEX G for details of the modifications). The
replacement craft, ACV 02, departed Ft. Point by truck on 20 December.

After some delay due to weather and the holiday season, the side-
bodies arrived in Traverse City on 28 December. The center section arrived
the following week on 6 January. Efforts were immediately cmmenced on
completing the installation of the buoyancy material and finishing the
winterization package started in San Francisco. Many of the items that were
ordered were not received by the Ft. Point Unit until after 20 December and
were forwarded for installation at Traverse City.

ABI
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Due'to late delivery of the f material, the side decks and skirts

could not be installed imtil 24 January. After ompleting the winterization
ipackage, the craft was loaded on the truck on 30 January for the short ride

to the-water.' It departed Traverse City the same day and arrived at
St. Ignace on 31 January after encountering difficulties negotiating lake ice
in the vicinity of Hog island. The craft was made ready to cbntinue theI Great Lakes evaluation of air cushion vehicles on 1 Februaty.

XCV 02 OPERATIONS

Tie winter was hard upon the are-A man the amount of lost time con-
siderable. The ccumnmications package, cUifferent fran that installed in
"ACV 03,. was placed in full operation and the craft 'imediately axmenced71 operations. Ground school for the Ninth District assigned personnel was
started on 2 February. A variety of anti-icing and de-icing procedures were

tried, including felt bladed/alcohol windshield wipers.

On Sunday, 6 February, the craft proceeded over the ice south to
Cheyboygan. ACV 02 successfully nogotiated various ice conditions and was

I if proceeding over relatively sm6th ice at 35-40 .knots when the main skirt tore
across the bow and down the starboard side.. The rip, which was about 35 feet
in length, .dumped the air cushion and the craft settled rapidly, though
gently, on the ice. The rip was so extensive that tewporary repairs could
not be made on the ice. The length of the tear is sham with skirt laid out
on the hanger floor, figure B-9. Samples of the material were forwarded to
Bell Aerospace and the Canadian Department of Transport for analysis.

I The craft was retrieved from the ice by the Cutter Sundew and
transported to Cheyboygan. The craft was placed on barrels, figure B-10,
to affect repairs and rove the skirt. A replacement skirt was shipped
from Fort Point but did not arrive until 23 February. The craft was remvd
from the barrels and made ready for operation; returning to St. Ignace on
25 February.

[ile operating east of St. Ignace on Saturday, 26 February, the
engine lube oil pump shaft sheared disabling the craft. Replacement parts
were obtained from Detroit Air Station and repairs were made on the -ce
Saturday night. The craft returned to St. Ignace.

Traiiing flights were then conducted twice a day to build up
operating time. On 3 March the craft wocked 1ound Island which was surrounded
by ice and water with an ATON crew. The District assigned personnel were
progressing very well in both the ground' school and operational phase.
The men, all general service Bbs and ENs, were well selected-and enthusiasti-
cally participated in all aspects of the evaluation.

The havercraft effectively participated in transporting personnel and
material to set an ice buoy, figure B-ll, and to a number of Light Stations
in the area. These included 1bund Island, figure B-12, Grays' Reef Light,
figure B-13, and Mhite Shoals Light, figure B-14.

B-8
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Figure B-9
Extent of tear in
peripheral skirt of
ACV 02.
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I Figure B-li
Setting ice buoyj via ACV 02.

Ron Isan Light

r Figure B-13
Roundy Rsean Light
Stattion
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On 24 March a medical evacuation of a crew member fram the Icebreaker

Edisto was successfully acomplished. On 26 March the initial crew to open
Lansing Shoal Light was transported to the light station. On the second trip,
the right rear pannier on the ACV departed the craft. On careful inspection
it was determined that a large quantity of rivets and support members showedevidence of advanced deterioration due to salt water corrosion, metal fatigue,or both. ILe same material condition was also in evidence on the portside.

Since it would take three to four weeks to accomplish a complete craft
inspection and repair, it was decided to conclude the Great Lakes evaluation
and return the craft to San Francisco.

2 I During the period of 1 February to 26 March, the hovercraft, ACV 02,
accumulated 78 hours of operation, participated in nine AtoN missions,
20 training missions and 11 miscellaneous operational missions.

GENERAL EVALUATION

Delay time and operational problems plague any endeavor when one is
working with unique equipment in a similarly unique environment. Much of the
dead time during the progran may be attributed directly to the loss and
subsequent salvage attempts of ACV 03. In fact, of the 101 lost days during
the period of 13 November 1971 through 26 March 1972, the time frame- between
the loss of ACV 03 and the date on which ACV 02 was declared operational
consisted of 68 days.

ihe structural/material deficiencies and positive buoyancy problems
associated with ACV 03 were remed.ed to a large extent by the actions taken
by the ACV Evaluation Unit. Peripheral skirt tears and windshield/craft
icing were problems which were never completely resolved. Directing atten-
tion to what certainly may z- considered significant problems, the Ninth
District cormrnted:

a. Peripheral skirt tearing most probably is a function of the
craft and the ice conditions indigenous to the Great Lakes. Specifically
when speaking of "indigenous ice conditions," the ACV had numerous
difficulties in nogotiating huntked and wind rowed ice formations. Later
in the period, after the various operators became more familiar with this
type of formation, they learned to avoid them if possible rather than
attempting a transit on a "high hover."

b. Craft and windshield icing were most severe under combined
conditions prevalent in the Great Lakes during the November-December and
February-March periods (water tenperature 330-40OF with sub-freezing air
temperatures). Cmnbinations of de-icing units and alcohol wiper blades
were controlling this problem to sane extent, however, it was never completely
overcome. Technology and equipment available today would no doubt have
eventually remedied these problems.

B-12
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In conclusion, it is felt that the concept of an air cushion

"* vehicle for general use in the Coast Guard has much merit. ne ACV's
performance was exemplary when operational. It proved to be an excellent
vehicle for ice reconnaissance, figure B-15, and rapid SAR response under
adverse flying conditions. Further, its utilization as an ATON logistics
craft saved many hours over the tine required by conventional surface
or aircraft. Hm&e-vr, in view of the limited operational time available
for evaluation of the craft in the northern Great Lakes, a more definite
and conclusive finding by the Ninth District is not possible.
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ANNEX C 3

AIDS 7O NAVIGATION SURVEY/INSPECTION

CHESAPEAKE BAY

I Missions: 41 Mission Hours: 182.2
Sorties: 66 Engine Operating Hours: 148.2

Miles Covered: 3,403

I The ACV demonstrated itself to be quite valuable in ATON work,
particularly the waterway survey and aid inspection work. Its great speed

a |made possible the first complete survey in many years of the Intracoastal
Waterway, figure C-i, from Portsmouth, Virginia to Little River, South
Carolina. A similar trip by watercraft would have kept a boat busy for two
weeks and would have been much more' uncmfortable due to the below freezing
weather experienced. It was during this trip that the potential of the ACV

' Ifor breaking of ice was noted. The ICW was covered with one-inch of new
ice and wooden 'yachts were forced to go slow to avoid hull damage. The ACV

* •broke the ice at 60 knots, relieving the pressure on the buoys and washing
•,* some of the ice accunulation off the, structures.

The ICW survey was also the occasion of considerable photography
of fixed aid structures prepatory td commencing a large-scale rebuilding/

7 rmod-rnization program. The presence of destroyed, figure C-2, or dilapidated,
figure C-3, aids demonstrate the desireability of frequent surveys.

The ACV proved invaluable for photography, getting the photographer
into the best position for shots far better than a boat could have ever done.
Scme of the structures, such as in the Cape Fear River, figure C-4, are in
water so shallow the ATMON units have, trouble reaching the aids to service
them. Most of the aids have never been photographed because there was no
convenient way to get to the aids without wasting a lot of time traveling.

* Use of the ACV for this type of mission pernitted the AON boats to carry on
i. U with regular buoy and structure maintenance involving heavy weights of

large bulk items.

I The ICW survey covered 703 miles from start to finish, through fog,
rain, darkness and freezing weather, and the average speed for the AMON
portiou of 'the trip (44.7 mission hours) was 15.7 knots, including all the
time spent on side trips and photographing aids. This is substantially
faster than any of our present ATON vessels and was acccmplished by a crew
that was training in the operation of the ACV. There were mechanicalI breakdowns, numerous diversions, and one instance of being "lost" due to

I not having a large-scale chart of the area. There were many instances of
overshooting an aid and making a late decision to double back and photograph

! I it. This was primarily due to approaching the aids too fast for the
photographer to recognize a discreparcy or abnormality that should be
photog-aphed. The ACV also provided an excellent platform for close in-
spection or minor repair, figure C-5, of the aid.
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j Figures 0-2~ & C-3
A close visual inspection of IW navigvation aids in shallow water

I Destroyed Aid!1 I
I

f Delapidtro ed Aid"<- I 3
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Figures 03-4 & 0-5

3 ~Rapid inspection and repair of ICW aift in shallow water J s easely accom-
U plished with an ACV

Photographing aid
for future m'ainten-
ance planning

Replacing marker boards f
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sfe versatility of the. ACV and its ability to operate on unpreparedi•., ,surfaces was particularly noted on this operation. The. craft was able to
operate from and/or remain overright at various Coast Guard facilities, such
as the Elizabeth City Air Station, figure C-6, Coast Guard Station, Oak Island,•': figure C-7, or, Coast Guard Base, Ft. Macqn,,•igure C-8. !

A sinmlar photographic inspection and survey was conducted in the
Virginia Inside Passage which twists from Chincoteaque Inlet to Cape Charles,

I figure, -9. This passage is considerably different from the ICW, being mostly
natural channels connected:by short dredged sections. The VIP channels are
subject to continual shoaling which produces humn ks and small islands
having -abrupt banks that would be difficult for an ACV to surmount. There
are many places where three, hairpin turns are encountered in a distance of
400 yards. Surface craft ground. frequently and nightine navigation in the
VIP is strictly for local ex rts.

The ACV was forced to reduce speed drastically to negotiate the tight
turns and there were few straightaways on whIch to build up speed. Even so,

. |the .ACV averaged a .higher rate of speed. *(27.5 knots over the 335 mile trip)
than the fastest ATCN boats in use. With fully qualified cr= and better
control systemsthe ACV could have gone nuch faster. It should also be noted
that the purpose of these Surveys was to look at all the aids in the area;
routine work would permit taking shortcuts and result in faster ccepletion
[of the sorties. Again, the craft was easily fueled along the way, such as
at Wallops Island, figure C-10.

At the ccupletion of, the north-bound survey of the VIP, the puff
ports became inoperative and, the decision was made to run "outside" on
:"jthe return trip - VIP is no place for an ACV without good control. An ACV•'Iwitt•-a better control system should find plenty of Use there !n view. of the
toximuos channe and the lack of maintenanc dredging.

Other survey/inspection trips were made to look at both federal and
private aids in the James, Elizabeth, Jordan, Pliankatank, York, and
Ippahannock Rivers, Cherrystone, Creek, Mobjack and Chesapeake Bay. The
majority of these trips were in support of the .Group OCmarders at Norfolk
and Chinteague, wrking directly with the Group units whose area peeded
inspection. The rumning time that would be required of the units boats
% was greatly reduced by use of the -ACV, particularly when night surveys of
the lighted aids were made. Where a 52 foot buoy boat from Milford Haven
would require a three to four. day trip to conduct such a nightime survey
to the Smith Point area, the ACV accp pished the task in four to five hours.

"Transportation of personnel to relight bi and recharge lights
• ~was performed on.several occasions. The xCV was indispensable in coping

with the problems of the newly automated Smith Point and Wolf Trap Lights,
f,igur. C-41. Smith Point Light is noxrnally a two-hour run (north) for the
MifordHaven SAR boat;, the ACV makes the trip in 25 minutes. Wolf TrapLight is a 50 minute run (south) for, the boat; the ACV makes it in 10

mmake eight trips to Sith Point• and seven. trips to Wolf Trap Light in the period between 11 November 1971
and 15 March 1972. On some occasions, both aids required service on the
same day. Since they are 30 miles apart, this would have effectively

7c-5
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IFigures C-6 & C-7
Favorable beach conditions permit ACV overnight stops at many

COG* Stations

C.,G. Air Station

II Elizabeth City

CoCG. Station

Oak Island
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ANNEX C 43

I ruled out use of the SAR boat for any other purpose on those days had it

been used for these trips. By way of contrast, the ACV was on several
occasions diverted fra te AMN mission for a SAR, case. With its high
speed, it was within onjbT any point in the Milford Haven Station area.

3, ilThe one attempt to resupply the Chesapeake Offshore Light Tower on
* 14 Decenber 1971 indicates this operation is not suitable for the ACV i,• its present configuration. The northeast seas %ere about three feet and very

choppy; the northeast wind was 20 knots. The tower legs offered no shelter
| to the craft making it very difficult to hold position under the ladder at

the southwest corner. The craft pitched less distance b.ut quicker than
a 40' UT would have under similar conditions. This pitching made transfer

i I of personnel to the ladder frmn the sloping deck of the ACV a hazardous
operation, especially since the ACV has no handrail s. It was necessary
for one cremian (on safety belt and strap) to assist each person in trans-
"ferring. After each person hopped to the ladder, the ACV had to be
repositioned for the next transfer.

When all personnel had been transferred by this method, it was
elected to try the Billy Pugh personnel transfer net for the supplies.
The net was lowered and after three tries the cremamn on a safety strap was
able to grab it. Then it took the help of two other men reaching out fram

I the craft to get the net aboard. The base of the net covered most of the
available deck space. While the crewman held the net, two men inside
managed to place one small box, about 2' x 1' x 1' in the net before the
craft was again set off by the seas/wind. The tower crew took one box
aboard and then locwed the cargo net. The net was unhooked, loaded, and the
craft repositioned. The hook was lowered and the net was hooked on without
incident. The cargo net was definitely much easier to use in this instance
than the Billy Pugh net. Regardless of the type of equipment, resupplyingoffshore towers by the SK-5 model ACV whenever the weather is not absolutely
ideal is dangerous for the following reasons:

Limited maneuverability of the craft

Difficulty of maintaining position

relatively little open deck space for cargo and personnel transfer

i .1Lack of handholds for personnel on deck

Possibility of the hoist fouling in t±q propeller

Necessity of leaving the batch open towards wind and seas

It can be quickly seen, however, that almost all the above problem areas
relate to the particular configuration of the SK-5 model currently being
used by the Coast Guard in this evaluation. Other models, see ANNEX H,
may be better suited for this operation.

C-8
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Figure 0 - 10

I
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! .
Reflueling the ACV alongside roa, Wallops bIsland

• IFigure 0 11

Wolf Trap Lt. is quickly serviced VIA an ACV
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I=r-- were many occasions on which the ACV had to request bridge
openings, particularly during the IW survey. The typical delay for bridges
was about five minutes and created no undue hardships. occasionally, it wasý
found desirable to have the local Coast Guard units telephone the bridge
tenders to advise them the ACV was coming, but even this did not forestall
delays; it was obvious the personnel involved simply could not comprehend the'
speed the craft was making. Cnce the bridge tender di not open after
a reasonable time and it appeared there was something wrong. The craft was
parked on the bank and a crewman walked up to the tender's house and wvoke
him up. The craft has no installed horn and it is doubtful that a horn
could be heard over the roar of the engine. A hand-held gas-operated horn
was taken on the IW survey and failed on its first test; thereafter, the
bridge tenders were signalled by approaching close and "gunning the engine,"
sometimes acccapanied by raising the hatch and giving arm signals. The
ACV operation would be handicapped in areas where bridges have restricted 14
hours or require several hours advance notice for openings. Otherwise,
transit of bridges is no problem.

i1, The ACV also transitted locks in the ICW survey, figures C-12 and
C-13, and this presented no problem for the craft. The craft was kept
on cushion, which resulted in considerable spray being blown towards boats
in the lock; the engine would have been shut down but the time spent in the
lock was very short.

Efforts to develop a method of setting unlighted buoys from the ACV
were investigated. Several trial runs were made to determine the best
weight and balance conditions for the task. In addition, a box was fabri-
cated to hold the buoy and mooring for the launching. These experinents
indicate the method is feasible but will require further work.

No difficulty was experienced in locating a place to park the craft
at or near various ATON units, although permanent deployment of an ACV in
the Fifth District would. raqiuire preparation of appropriate ramps with
access to weight-handling equipment for buoys. Considerable difficulty
was experienced in obtaining jet fuel along the North Carolina portion
of the ICW, and this problem would have to be solved immediately if a
turbine powered ACV were deployed in that area.

Three of the ATMON projects assigned for evaluation could not be
performed. Since this ACV had no fathometer, no experiments to ascertain
the reliability of the fathameter at various speeds could ba conducted.
The position of aids could not be verified as no electronic positioning
system was provided by the Canandant. This is unfortunate as this could
"be one of the most valuable uses that the ACV could serve in the AMON
mission. Hastings RAYDIST T equipment was readily available (it was being
roved fram the CGC Madrona and CC-52308-D) and this would have been an
extremely valuable aid for the ACV as well as contributing immeasurably
to the evaluation. Finally, the lack of heavy ice this year did not
permit verification of buoy position in ice of any consequence. The ice
found in the ICW was not moving and had not bothered any of the aids to
any significant degree.
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ANNEXC 4

The most Uportant problem noticed that would hawper use of the
ACV in ATOM work are (not in any particular order):

U Lack of visibility

fLimited range/difficulty cf obtaining fuel
li•'Lack of inside space

•, Preponderance of fatiqve factors

:11 Difficulty of controlling the craft

Lack of weight lifting capability

Inadequate fender systemn for rotection of craft alongside aids

Lack of securing padeyes

Lack of open working space

Reliability of systems/difficulty of obtaining parts

Summing up, the ACV concept has 'tremendous potential for the ATMN
mission, but there are many problems that mist be solved before it can be
a useful tool in the Fifth District. -Most of these problems will be
solved by a redesign of the craft and there appears to be no reason why
they cannot all be resolved successfully.
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4iT
CESAPEAKNE BAY WEPATIONSII

MISSICNS: 126 MISSION HOULM: 468.8

SORrIES: 193 ENGINE WENWING HOURS: 395.7

SMILES COVERED: 8322.0

The ACV-01 was assigned to the Fifth Coast Guard District in
Novarber 1971 for a six month evaluation period. Prior to arrival of the
vehicle, a survey was conducted to locate a site to base the ACV, supporting
equipment and personnel. Coast Guard Station Milford Haven, Hudgins,
Virginia, on the southwestern shore of the Chesapeake Bay was selected as
the most suitable site, figure D-1. A concrete approach and parking ramp,
figure D-3, was constructed, a fuel truck was provided from Coast Guard
Air Station, Elizabeth City, North Carolina and a three bedroom house
trailer was purchased to berth the crew and provide office space. A
telephone was installed in the trailer with an extension at Coast Guard
Station Milford Haven.

S~The ACV arrived in the Fifth District during the first week Of
November with assembly of the cmipnents completed at the Naval Air Station
Norfolk on 11 November 1971. Hangar space and same equipment required for
assembly of the craft was provided by the Naval Air Station. The, period
between 12 Noveber and 24 November was spent In the Norfolk/Portsmoutharea introducing the ACV to the District Staff and Group Norfolk Personnel.
C n 24 Noeme, the vehicle was utilized to transport the Cm nat and

the District Cmnwander on a tour of the Hmpton Reads area and was then
moved to Coast Guard Station Milford Haven.

A The evaluation of the ACV has shown that the air cushion vehicle
concept has tremndus potential, particularly in the aids to navigation
field. The uniqueness of the vehicle with its great speed and amphibious
capabilities make it a very effective search and rescue resource for certain
Stypes of incidents. The ACV proved to be cperationally reliable and repair/
replacement, even of non-standard parts, did not appear to present any major
problems. The crew was able to maintain the vehicle, at time fabricating
their own replacement parts or improvising. There was no down time for
maintenance that would be considered excessive. A one week period was
devoted to the installation of polyurethane rigid, foan in the buoyancy
tanks (see ANNEX G) and another week for a omyplete engine change. The
engine change could have been aocxmplished in about one day had a replacaemnt
engine been readily available rather than waiting for an engine to arrive
from the ACV Evaluation thit at Fort Point, California.

The operational range of the ACV would r-ave been limited in some
parts of the District due to the difficulty of obtaining jet fuel. However,
this was not the case on the Chesapeake Bay as fuel was readily available
in the lower bay at NAS Norfolk and the upper bay at NAS Patuxent River.

D-1
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With the exception of Aids to Navigation operations, utilization of
the vehicle during this evaluation period is covered in the succeeding
paragraphs. ATON operations are covered in AN='X C.

SEARM AND 1rScXM

Missions Sorties Miles Mission Hours Egine Cperational Hours
20 27 1450 78.1 68.5

The ACV was not utilized a great deal on search and rescue missions
primarily due to the low SAR incident rate during the evaluation period.
Employment in this field would surely have been greater had the vehicle
been assigned during the pleasure boating season of May through September
when the SAR incident rates are highest. T. speed of the vehicle makes
it very effective as a resource where rapid response is paramount, such as
urgent evacuation of injured seamen and recovery of persons from capsized/
sinking boats or from the water. (n one occassion early in the evaluation
period the ACV departea ilford Haven Station, evacuated an injured seaman
from a tug 10 miles distant and returned to the station before a conventional
surface resource could have arrived on scene. Another incident involved the
evacuation of a tug master who had suffered a heart attack. The capability
of the craft to operate in shallow water, marsh-lands and over portions of
land areas makes it particularly suitable for rescue of personnel in
inaccessable areas. This was aptly demonstrated during the following
incidents:Ul Rescue of hunters who had become stranded in a hunting blind when

their shallow draft boat drifted away.

4 A search for hunters in the lowlands of the Eastern Shore of
Virginia.

Panoval of persons fram boats aground in water too shallow for
normal displacemnt craft.

'Passing a tow line from grounded boats to another rescue unit
standing by in deep water.

Ubile the ACV rendered towing assistance on just two actual SAR
incidents, towing a 16 and 19 foot outboard, the vehicle demonstrated its
capabilities to tow larger boats by towing a Coast Guard 30 foot utility
boat.

[ot With its great speed, the ACV proved to be an effective search
vehicle enabling it to search areas faster and investigate sigbtings or
radar contacts and return to resume search in a much shorter time than
other surface craft. The bubble seat on top of the vehicle provides a
good search scanning position during daylight but is useless during night
searches when the Night-Sun searchlight is used because of the glare from
the light.

•: D-3
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During one search mission, two bodies fron an overdue boat were

recovered from the water by the ACV. Sam difficulty was encountered in
getting the bodies aboard the craft, much the same as is experienced by our
30 and 40 foot utility boats.

Overall, the ACV performed well on all search and rescue missions.
At tires it proved to be a r.al asset as the only resource suitable for
the incident.

EVInrMENvAL PIMJEcI-CZ4AM ENFOr4M4

Missions Sorties Miles Mission Hours Engine Operational Hours
2 2 67 4.0 4.0

The vehicle was deployed once to investigate a reported oil spill,
which turned out to be a very small slick. The investigation was accomplishedr f~in about half the time it would have taken a conventional craft.

The vehicle was deployed once to investigate a reported oil spill and
once to investigate a possible intrusion of Wolf Trap Light. The oil spill
turned out to be a very small slick and there was no evidence of intrusion
at the light. Both of the investigations were accomplished in about halfjj the time it would have taken a conventional craft.

ASSISLANCE TO OIHER AGECIES
i Missions Sorties Miles Mission Hours Engine Operational Hours

9 17 857 66.8 47.4

Several demnstrations and actual tests by the ACV were provided in
I fl support of other agencies and their programs. Services of the ACV were

provided to the Naval ordnance Lab Test Facility, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
for two days in conjunction with a U.S. Navy underwater weapon systems
project. The vehicle was deployed to the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Maryland, for two days to provide demonstrations in support of the Academy's
mechanical engineering department's surface effect vehicle program.

I PUBLIC FEICTItNS AND OTHR MEONSTPATIONS

Missions Sorties Miles Mission Hours Engine Operational HoursL 28 55 1766 104.6 87.8

The craft was deployed for a five day period to Washington, D.C. and
U!provided dnstrations to members of Congress, Senate, Departmnt of

Transportation and Coast Guard Headquarters. During a deployment of the
'ehicle in the upper Chesapeake Bay, a deonstration ride in the Baltimore

H Harbor was provided Cnresman Ganmatz as requested by the Commandant.
Ii Demonstrations were also provided to the Army Transportation Center, Fort

Eustis, Virginia, and to as many Coast Guard units as possible.

D-4
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K * cPERATI'tNAL TRAINING

Missions Sorties Miles Mission Hours Engine Operational Hours
S13 14 420 22.8 22.8

The operational training pzogram was a continuing effort to qualify
new personnel as AOI operators, radar operators and crmmAbers. PersonnelII assigned to the Milford Haven Coast Guard Station also received training as
t=e permitted.

In suunary, the ACV has a number of advantages over the present
surface craft being utilized in the aids to navigation, search and rescue
and law enforcmmt fields. The short cmings of the vehicle are stated in
ANNWE C, many of which can be overcmr with future design of uhe hull
platfon. The need for a vehicle such as the "Voyager" in each district
wu•d' provide an important resource in the AtcN mission and for special
Search.and Rescue and Enviroamtal Missions.

ri tD-5
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ANNEX E SAN FRANCISCO BAY OPERATIONS
1 SEPTEMBER TO 30 JUNE 1972

With the conclusion of the first phase {1 January 7 31

August 1971} of the Coast Guard's Air Cushion Vehicle Eval-
uation, the major emphasis was focused on the operation of" the
craft in the Great Lakes fANNEX B1 and in Chesapeake Bay {ANNEX
C and D1. The expansion of the evaluation to include these
areas was precipitated by the results of the San Francisco
Bay operations, reported in detail in the first report, ACV
EU 3960-01.

During the period of this report the San Francisco Bay ACV
operations continued to be concerned primarily with the Coast
Guard's more heavily burden areas of responsibility, i.e.,
search and rescue and aids to navigation. The unit, however,
participated in additional missions as well as providing assis-
tance to other agencies, Public/Community relations and ACVI crew training. Crew training is a continuous requirement to
insure the maintenance of professionally qualified ACV opera-
tors and crews.

The operation and evaluation of ACVs in San Francisco
was interrupted for three and a half months when the assigned
craft was deployed to the Great Lakes in December 1971. During
this period the Fort Point Unit was concerned primarily with
personnel and logistics support for the two eastern ACV De-
tachments and accomplishment of station and support equipment
maintenance previously delayed. ACV operations in San Francisco
were resumed in May of this year after the return of ACV 02
from the Great Lakes.

Throughout this operational period, ACVs amphibious and
speed capabilities continued to be most significant contrib-
utions to the accomplishment of both search and rescue and -ATONIi missions. The performance in these areas was documented in
detail in the first ACV Report, ACV EU 3960-01. The one ACV
available during the period of this report accumulated over

_i 275 hours of operation and traveled over 6000 miles.

The ACV Evaluation Unit continued to actively support an
~ effective Community/Public relations program. Transportation

Day, 12 May 1972, is one such example. On this day the ACVUnit represented the Twelfth Coast Guard District and hosted

Ii several Coast Guard displays, figure El1 of interest to the
general public. A helicopter demonstration was provided by
the San Francisco Air Station, figure E-2. The ACV partici-
pated in two scheduled operational demonstrations and throughout
the day provided one of the more popular static displays,
figure E-3.

The hovercraft was utilized in support of programs of
other governmental agencies on several occasions. Two special
programs of significance were the U. S= Navy Electronics Lab

-I- -
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j study of Low Light Level TV. for use in hovercraft and the
Department of Transportation's study of the use of ACV's as
an Airport Crash and Rescue Vehicle. Appendix 1 & 2 to this
ANNEX details these two special operations.

One major effort which could be of the greatest long
term significance was the development of the Twelfth District
Proposal 12-114-72 on the establishment of an ACV/MLB Unit at
Fort Point after 1 July 1972. This is covered in Appendix
3 of this ANNEX.
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S Figure E-1I
MIO Life Boat Launching
Mockup

Figure E-2[ H-52 Rescue Demonstration
& ACV Static Display

Aliw - Figure E-3

I ,~ ACV Operation Demonistra-

E-2



ANNEX E appendix 1

NAVAL ELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTEW SUPPORT

I During the months of November and December 1971 the Air
Cushion Vehicle was used by the Naval Electronics Laboratory
Center {NELC} as a platform for investigating the use of Low! Light Level Television {LLLTV} and infrared scanners. The

primary Objective of this field study was to determine the
system capabilities and to provide an insight into the prac-
tical problems of applying this advanced technology to
hovercraft and hydrofoil operations.

t The equipment was modified to allow fast and reliable[, installation on board the ACV. The ACV remained in a Bravo
0 readiness status during the day to respond to District
requirements and was placed in a maintenance status at night

l for installation of the test equipment by NELC engineers. The
equipment consisted of a scanner unit and an electronics
control package. The crafts observation bubble was removed
and replaced with an aluminum plate to which the scanner unit

z was attached, figures E-1-1 and E-1-2. The rack containing the
electronics control package was secured to the existing deck
fittings inside the cabin, figure E-1-3. An additional T.V.I monitor was installed to the right of the operators control
panel, figure E7174.

The field testing of this equipment was conducted during
night hours in San Francisco and San Pablo Bays. A total of
6 night sorties were conducted for 27 hours of actual operation
over a distance of more than 350 miles. The results provided
much valuable information for Navy's efforts in developing
equipment in support of the Navy's Air Cushion Vehicle Pro-
gram.
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Figures E-1-1 & E-1-2
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T.V. Infrared Scanner Unit

E-1-2
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Figure E-1-3

II !

LI LLLTV Electronic Control
Package Installed Inside

•'.~

Ficure E-1-4

SI

T.V. Monitor Mounted on the_ - ,
Side of Operators Control

~~ Panel*
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ANNEX E appendix 2

AIRPORT CRASH/RESCUE FEASIBILITY STUDY

Background

There has been increasing pressure on airport planning
authorities to construct new "jet ports" away from population
centers to otherwise unuseable areas, such as tidal basins,
marshlands or land fills. This reduces the environmental
impact of jet exhaust and noise and allows the more suitable
areas to be available for other purposes.

The airport operator, however, is faced with a major pro-
blem. Many airports, such as Oakland Ihternational Airport,
contain large areas on or surrounding the airport that is
inacessable to normal wheel or tracked vehicles operating

r from the land or boats approaching from the water. In order
to provide adequate crash/rescue coverage, some sort of vehicle
that can traverse a multitude of terrain features and conditions
is required. Could Air Cushion Vehicles provide such a capa-
bilityt

The Airlines Pilots Association forwarded a request,
figure E-2-1, to the Secretary of Transportation requesting
assistance in evaluating the potential of ACVs to fullfill
the cnash/rescue role. The Commandant of the Coast Guard
directed the ACV Evaluation Unit to provide the requested
services on a not-to-interfer with tho ongoing Coast Guard
evaluation. The Commanding Officer of the ACV Evaluation
Unit was designated as the Coast Guard Project Officer.

The first meeting was held on 2 November and was attended
by representatives from the Oakland and San Francisco Inter-Snational Airports, Airline-Pilots Association, FAA, Air Trans-
port Association, California Association of Airport Executives,
and the Coast Guard. This meeting established the objectives

£ of the proposed study; determine the operational suitability
of an Air Cushion Vehicle in a fire fighting and crash rescue
role. The specific test objectives were terrain and response
capabilities and limitations, navigation requirements, fire
crash equipment compatability and surviver rescue potential.

Terrain and Response Capability

On 29 and 30 November and 1 December 1971 the ACV conducted
a series of tests to determine the terrain and response capa-
bilities of the ACV. The results of the tests were quite
impressive. The ACV transited all types of terrain, at speeds
up to 40 mph. The craft travelled over marshes, ponds, through
bushes up to six feet and over ditches and round embankments
with relative ease, figures E-2-3 to E-2-4. The major dif-
ficulty encountered was travelling along the airport taxiways
that were carefully crowned to promote water runoff. The

E,-2-1
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WA5I4;NGTON. D.C. 2'301.-

(202) 347.2211

Figure E-2-1 AFFILIATED WITH A3.L.-C

:INT
June 1, 1971

The Honorable John A. Volpe -
Secretary of Transportation
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20590 "

Dear Mr. Volpe:

The Aviation Committee of the National Fire Protection Association, of vh' i n re
members, was privileged to witness a demonstration of the ACV (Air Cusrior. ',hi e)
durino their 1971 convention in San Francisco.

The Coast Guard crew, under the command of Thomas C. Lutton, was mcor courteou. ý:nd
generous of its time and energy and is certainly a credit to the Service.

Our committee has recently been studying the use of the ACV for airport crash rescue
f Ifservice. Aukiand, New Zealand initiated such a program several months c~o with cc.

sideroble success. We believe there is a great future for this type of rescue operation -t
those airports in this country surrounded by water -- tidal flats, marshes or 3and, even in
heavy snow conventional rescue trucks cannot reach the accident site.

At this time, we would like to request that the Coast Guard evaluate this V-ehicle for airport
rescue purposes. It would combine the functions of a rescue boat and a liiý-. rescue vehi.le
by carrying a minimum amount of extinguishing agent -- 500 gallons of war,- ;ýr 1,000
pounds of dry chemical.

If the evaluation proves a success, we would further recommend an initial E, -,"-tion atl Washington National and matching Federal funding under the Airport Cortif-.-:'.'i.n Progrc "r
for civil airports, such as LaGuardia, Kennedy, Boston, San Prancisco,' etc.

Since the FAA and the Coast Guard come under your leadership, we hope thc.- you will se'
fit to initiate this program. We wMli be happy to meet with your representatives at any
timo to discuss this matter further. Sincerely,

J. JO'Donnr o resdo,

"f5~i*L ;z-Z-?..~ y
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hovercraft, supported on a cushion of air, has a tendency to
slide off the smooth surface. This could be resolved by pro-
viding the craft with a retractable wheel to increase ground'
contact and provide additional steering capability.

Four speed runs were conducted under various wind, sea
and visibility conditions between the San Francisco and Oakland
Airports, a distance of 10 miles. The slowest speed was
clocked at 30 knots and the fastest at 60 knots.

The Air Cushion Vehicle accumulated a total of 15 hours ofL operation and traveled over 200 miles.

The airport crash/rescue study was temporarily delayed in
early December when the craft was transferred due to the over-

•I riding need for the ACV in the Great Lakes winter operation.
The remaining portions of the test were scheduled to resume

I• upon the return of the hovercraft to San Francisco in the

Spigof 1972.
Crash/Rescue Vehicle Capability

Shortly after the return of the ACV from the Great Lakes
in May 1972, the feasibility study was reactivated. The use

. of the hovercraft as a fire-fighting crash/rescue vehicle
would be the final test conducted to conclude the project.

Prior to the actual tests, the ACV Evaluation Unit investi-
gated several types of porteble fire fighting units. The
equipment ultimately used were two, twenty gallon light water
portable units provided by Hamilton AFB, figure E-2-5, The

E Air Force also provided two hightly qualified firefighting
personnel to assist in the installation and operation of the
equipment. Eact. pom-table light water units contained 20 gallons
of pre-mixed light water solution and included a 50 foot
discharge hose. Several preliminary tests were conducted to
determine the most effective method of installing ahd op•
erating the equipment. One unit was secured to the deck
inside the cabin and 8 test runs were made, including discharg7
ing the light water solution from the ACV in various modes of
operations. For the actual tests, both units were mounted to
the crafts sidebody decks, figure E-2-6. This proved to be
very effective. With a unit on either side, the hovercraft
could approach the fire from either direction.

SI The actual airport firefighting t0sts were conducted at
Oakland International Airport in the fire pit'area. Various

* approaches to the burning aircraft wreckage were made. The
ACV approached and sat down up-wind of the flames and the
fire/rescue crew disembarked from the craft and applied the
light water agent using the 50 foot discharge hose. During

E-2,4
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I Figure E-2-5

Twenty Gallon SeL-"contained
light water unit

[

I

II

Figure B-2-6
ACV Configured with two
units attached to side-
decks

II
II

E-2-5
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U the operation, the ACV was brought up on cushion to determine
the affect, if any, of air escaping under the skirt from the

"I •cushion. The puff ports were alternately opened and closed
for similiar re.,ons. The effect of the craft's cushion was
negligable and no change in the effect of the light water
agent was noted. Puff port operation appeared to aid in sur-1 pressing the flames.

This phase of the airport project accounted for 3 sorties

and 8 hours of actual craft operations. Four runs were con-
ducted against the fire and in each case the fire was ex-
tinguished in less than one minute.

Findings

The ACV has a demonstrated capability as a crash/fire
rescue vehicle at airports. A hovercraft configured with a
built-in light water unit would be able to attach the fire
whil" it was still small and also provide an excellent plat-

Sform to affect a rapid rescue of survivors. The ACV must be
considered in future planning of airports with unique terrain
conditions that prevent the use of all conditions of more
conventional equipment, such as fire trucks.

The assistance provided by the personnel assigned to Oak-
land International Airport Operations and the Hamilton Air
Force Base Fire Department was invaluable in successfully
completing this feasibility study.

SEI-2-6
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ANEX E Appendix3 6

ACV/44' NEB O1PERAION PROPOSAL
The Twelfth Coast Guard District has actively fc llowed, supported

and contri to the air cushion vehicle evaluation. Although their
efforts have effectively assisted the Evaluation Unit throughout the program,
their ost significant long term contribution was the submission of their
plaming proposal for the establishnent of a joint ACV/44 foot motor life
bobo.t unit at Fort Point.

The foresight demonstrated by the District Ccmmander in pursuing
this course of action will insure that the Coast Guard maintains its leader-
ship role in this new transportation field. If the same perserverance is
applied to ctaining replacement hovercraft for the presently assigned
SK-5 craft, the San Francisco area and the Coast Guard will remain the[ I source of new hovercraft operational techidques in the caming years.

Key portions of the Twelfth District Planning Proposal are included
below:

11000[i9 March 1972

Fron: Commander, Twelfth COast Guard District
'To: Qmnundant (CPE)

Subj: Planning Proposal 12-114-72, ACV/44 FT MLB Operations (FCS CPE 1100)

<IIRef: (a) COXMD(OSR-I) 1-tr 9820, ser 1150, dtd 16 March 1970
(b) ACV Evaluation Report, ACV EU 3960.01

~ t Reference (a) assigned two air cushion vehicles (ACV) to the
LTwelfth Coast Guard District and established an Air Cushion Vehicle

Evaluation Unit at Fort Point Station in FY 1971. These craft supported
a variety of Coast Guard missions with reference (b) decisively proving the
worth of such a vehicle. Subsequent to that eight ronth evaluation, both
ACVs ware transferred from t Twelfth Coast Guard District to supportSexpanded evaluathmn in the. Fifth and Ninth Coast Guard Districts. Ccanat
massage 091930Z IEC 71 deployed the second ACV and dedicated one or both
for continued operation in the San Francisco area v cing inApril or
May 1972. This planning proposal documents what steps will be taken to
effectively integrate these unique vehicles into the Coast Guard response
posture in the Twelfth Coast Guard District.

'I 'The S/TE/ATN mission requirements in the Fort Point area couldS• best be handled by a combination, MB/ACV unit located at Fort Point Station.

E-3-1,[~- ~ ~ -
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SThe workload of Fort Point Station in Ca;lendar Year 1971 is tabulated
below for the NMB and ACV:

(1) extiesl~p Hours

MISSION 44FT ML8 ACV

SAR 375/700 223/368

"AINN 177/267 66/142

Marine ]viromnental. 13/38 22/70
Protection (MEP)

Boating Safety 8 1/3

Total Sorties 577 312
Total Cp Hours 1023 583
Total Lives Saved 5 13

S(2' Historically, Fort Point Station prosecuted SAR cases as
follows (close approximations):

FY 1967 610
FY 1968 620
FY 1969 660
FY 1970 695

(3) As indicated in the Iong Range Forecast of kt~ivities in the
Marine Environt ((MAF), nost of Northern California's recreation boating
region show an increase in recreational boating responses. of 3.5% annually.
The tctal annual increase in SAR responses is forecasted as 3%. The last
forecast may be in error as the FY 1971 total responses equalled the EY 1980
forecast.

(4) The ACV Unit at Fort Point presecuted 223 search and rescue

cases in 1971 during the eight nrtth evaluation period. This was accxmplished
in spite of the fact that only three months (not consecutive) round-the-
clock Bravo Zero availability was provided. This reduced availability was[ due to the rw-nning level, Arctic and other program requirements.

(5) The mission areas that require the operation of ACVs in order
or projected workload are:

(a) Rapid response search and rescue in and around the entranceto San Fr-ancisco Bay. Also,, search and rescue in the sh!allows and otherwise! inaccessable areas of the San Francisco Bay area including San Pablo Bay,
Suisun Bay and the Delta Region.

'3 E-3-2
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(b) Oil pollution surveillance patrols, rapid response to

reported spills, sa-pling to determine pollution type, and cammund controlof cleanup.
(c) Servicing Aids to Navigation including the San Francisco LNB.

The facilities at Fort Point Station are well suited for the operation
of two ACVs and two 44 foot MLBs. The existing 44 foot MNBs are capable of
performing the SAR mission. Sea conditions and tide rips in the area of the
Golden Gate exceed the capabilities of present Urs even under fog conditions.

If The ACV is capable of performing the SAR mission at all times and also has
the capability to service the I/B without damaging either itself or the INB.
The ACV has a rapid SAR response capability during periods of low visibility
and moderate sea conditions. This letter proposes to continue SAR and ATMJ
resources that were av•ilable during the last SAR season.

7he following men and equipment are considered necessary to provide
barely adequate SAR coverage of the San Francisco Bay entrance:

(1) Two ACVs (from the ACV Evaluation Unit)

(2) Two MLBs (from Base San Francisco)

(3) Fort Point Station

Tis proposal intends to continue the present ACV Unit while adding
two conventional boats. Alternative methods of accomplishing all missions
handled by the ACV do not exist. Mhe helicopter can perform much of the
rescue work done by the ACV but at greater risk to personnel during hoist
operations in the shallows and mid flats that abound in the area. Recovery
by ACV as contrasted to a helicopter hoist is easily accomplished in a
routine manner. Fog does not ground an ACV, it only reduces its speed.

Utilizing the Fort Point facility under operational and aduinistra-'it tive control of Group San Francisco in the manner proposed will allowoperation of a joint ACV/Boat unit and the retention of a highly trained
cadre of ACV personnel. The Department of Transportation has clearly indicated

their interest (i.e., Secretary of Transportation Volpe's visit and ride,ACV operation at TRkWSO 72, etc.) in this innovative mode of transportation.
The continued operation of these craft will stuyrt the leadership role
established by the OWa, Guard in the field of air cushion vehicles in the
most effective manner.

Failure to inplement the proposal will:

a. Reduce the rapid respc.se inherent in the operation of ACVs.

b. require that the 44 foot M4B now satellited at Fort Point be
operated from Base Spn Francisco thus adding a mininm of thirty minutes
SAR response time. This will be necessary as maintenance, of the Fort Point
Station and boat dock is not funded.

E-3-3
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c. Deny the availability of a rapid amphibious vehicle of proven

value in oil pollution/marine envirormtal protection.

d. Disestablish a highly trained cadre of ACV personnel which would
be available to evaluate new ACVs.

e. Elininate the most effective vehicle in the role of fast
response to ATNN outages and support of !LBs.

f. Relinquish the leadership role of the Coast Guard in this new
transportation field.

g. Lose a highly visable and attractive avenue to national nes
nmedic., a factor of increasing inportance with the approach of "volunteer"
anred forces.

/signed/

MAWK A. WHAIa&

E-3-4
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TRANSPO 72

BACKGR

The United States International Transportation Rxposition is the
first of its kind. Never before has an exposition, fair or show been
assembled embracing all modes of transportation - land, sea, air, and
space - and offering opportunities for participation by all nations of
the world.

Authorized by the United States Congress and produced and managed
by the Department of Transportation, the Exposition was staged at Dulles
International Airport near Washington, D. C. 27 May through 4 June 1972.

The original concept - that of an air show - came into being in
the mid 1960's when Federal Aviation A&dnistraticn personnel began studiesof the feasibility of conducting an international aeoatclexposition
in the Uned Ses Witthe basiing of the N oiem thenistration and
through the efforts of the late Representative L. Mendell Rivers, Chainranof the House Anted Services ummittee, Congress authorized the initial
Exposition and appropriated funds for its debut.

As planning for the Exposition began, it became evident that a
simple air show was too liited a concept to accurately reflect the stature
of the United States as an innovative and responsible world leader in
tednology and products. The Exposition format was broadened to include
all moes of transportation and the name was changed to the United States
International Transportation Exposition. Secretary of Transportation
John A. Volpe, to whom President Nib=n had entrusted the responsibility
for production and mmiagemnt of the Exposition, coined the acronym "TRANSPO
72" to embrace the Exposition dedication to the total transportation spectrun.IOamittees of distinguished representatives of industry and governnent were
fonred to assist the Secretary in creating an exposition truly reflective

of the myriad aspects of the transportation industry.

The 360-acre site chosen for TRANSPO 72 lies within the boundaries
of Waskington's gateway airport - Dulles International. The Exposition#1 grounds, figure F-l, stretch for more than a mile and a half along the
airport's westernmst rumway. Four huge prefabricated steel exposition
halls on the grounds provided 320,000 square feet of covered exhibit space.
More than 1,000,000 square feet of additional space was devoted to outdoor
exhibits and demonstrations. Working equipment representing all modes of
transportation - land, sea, air space were ranged throughout the halls and

the grounds. Many of the products and equipment on display were making
their public debuts.
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Although TRNSPO 72 was designed principally as a marketing shocase
".1 for advanced transportation systems, products, equipment concepts, and

technologies, it was also a place to have fun - and to learn. Daily

demonstrations included air shows, surface and marine d-Aonstrations and
equipment displays from all transportation modes.

,TRANSPO 72 had several basic objectives: (1) To open up new
markets abroad for United States products and thus to assist in reversing
the nation's current balance of payments position; (2) To make the using• , public aware of the great importance of the transportation industry to the

economic, social and cultural progress of man; (3) To bring together in one
place not only the products, equipment, technologies, and concepts that
can solve today's transportation crisis, but also the people who will be
creating these products, equipment, technologies, and concepts for use
tomorrow; (4) To emphasize the integrated systems function in transportation.

2 It was anticipated that total attendence would range between 925,000
and 1,300,000, peaking at 215,000 on each of the final weekend days when
aerial demostrations by United States and international aerobatic teams and
extensive surface mode transportation demonstrations took place. Extensive
construction was completed to support the large attendance and included
business centers, food service, restroams, press facilities, medical
facilities and tronsportation and parking facilities.

A H AIR CUSHICN VMHICIE PARTICIPATION

Iii Transportation Week 1971 saw the Secretary of Transportation Volpe

Svisit, inspect, and participate in all modes of transportation throughout
the United States. He concluded his week's activities with a visit to the
San Francisco Bay area where he viewed, among other activities, the Bay area
fram the ACV and was impressed by its remarkable versatility and Coast Guard
potential.

It was natural, therefore, that as early as September 1971 the
Coast Guard's ACV should be considered for both static display and opera-
tional deownstrations. ACV 01 was assigned to the Chesapeake Bay area inNovember 1971 and remained operational until 15 May 1972. ANNEX C and D

c xumnt the results of those operations.

On 15 May, the craft was taken to the Naval Air Station, Norfolk,
E [ Virginia for disassembly and preparation for shipment to Dulles International

Airport. The shipment was handled in a manner similar to other Coast Guard
ACV sh' iments. The craft departed Norfolk on two trucks on 22 May and
arrived at Dulles in the morning of 23 May.

Four enlisted personnel fram Group Baltimore were provided, as
requested, to assist in the assembly of the craft during the period of
23 - 25 May. The four men assigned to the Chesapeake Bay Detachment
acoapanied the craft and the 0mnanding Officer, ACV Evaluation Unit
supervised the initial operation. The craft was reassembled, except for minor
adjustments, on 24 May and a test operation was successfully accomplished
on 25 May.

F-3
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After initial engine start on 26 May, a staiIter failure precluded

any additional operations that date. A starter unit was air shipped from
San Francisco, installed the morning of theý 27th, and comprised the only
maintenance action required of the craft during the can day operation.

TRANSPO 72 ACV CPERATICNS

The ACV was statically displayed through3ut the Exposition and in
addition was scheduled for daily demonstrations -- the only Cziast Guard
resource to achieve that distinction. The transportation show officially
opened on Saturday, 27 May. The ACV would start its engine and became
operational 30 minutes before it was scheduled to commence its demonstration.
The ACV would air taxi from its normal parking area (A), figure F-2, via
the taxiway (B) to the demonstration area (C) in front of the grandstand (D).
The static display area (A) was just in front of the C5A Galaxie, the
World's largest aircraft. This insured inspection by very large crowds.

! I The normal daily operations are shown in figures F-3 to F-8. Fram
its normal static display area, figure F-3, the craft air taxis, figure F-4,
out to the intersection, figure F-5. The hovercraft travels over grass and
taxiways, figure F-6, with ease enroute the holding position, figure F-7, forthe actual demonstration. The ten minute demoristration, figure F-8, was
conducted on the grassy area in front of the grandstand.

TRANSPO Security personnel and Virginia State Police were used in
crowd control when the ACV departed and returned from the demonstrations.
Operational control of the demnnstrations were exceptionally well executed
by TRANSPO staff. nie assistance and cooperation the A07 personnel received
fram the TRANSPO personnel was outstanding throughout.

The estimated total daily attendance figures are shown below:

Estimated Attendance

Friday, May 26 15,000
Saturday, May 27 150,000
Sunday, May 28 160,000
Monday, May 29 (Labor Day) 180,000
Tuesday, May 30 45,000
Wednesday, May 31 60,000
Thursday, June 1 80,000
Friday, June 2 100,000
Saturday, June 3 185,000
Sunday, June 4 225,000

Total Estimate: 1,200,000

During the ten day Exposition, the ACV personnel accumulated a total
of 119 mission hours and 7.8 hours of actual craft operation. The only
maintenance required to be performed was the initial starter replacement.
This was sarewhat remarkable as the craft had just ocmpleted an intensive
operation in Chesapeake Bay, was disassenbled, transported by truck and then;• reassenbled on site.

Eu F-4
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* i During the static display periods, the ACV ws inspected by many
:5 thousands of visitors. Non-ally three of the f par assigned ACV personnel

were on station answering questions at all times. One interesting aspect
was the numerous requests for the ACV to carry on its next operation
the TRANSPO 72 cmrerative envelopes for cachet.

TRANSPO 72 appeajed to be highly successful. It was a distinct
privilege, considering the very limited resources, both personnel and
equipment, of the ACV Evaluation Unit, to be a participating member of the
Department of Transportation's Exposition. I believe the ACV made a
significant contribution in the continuing effort to demonstrate to the
general public the operation and activities of the Coast Guard. It is
highly recomrended that the Commandant actively encourage the operation of
Coast Guard hovercraft in any future transposition exposition.

~II
POST TRANSPO 72 OPERATIONS

SOn Mbnday, June 5, the ACV was moved to the disassembly area.
The craft was once again disassembled and prepared for shipment. All the
supplies, spare parts and support equipment provided for the Chesapeake
operation were collected with the craft. The two side bodies and sane
support equipment departed Dulles on Wednesday, 7 June. The center body
departed the following day due to delay in obtaining the low-boy truck
equipment. All remaining equipment was transported with this portion of
the ACm,

On return to Fort Point, extensive refurbishment was accrmplished
on the craft, the ACV assembled, newly painted and made operational to
support the newly formed ACV/MB Unit at Fort Point.

F1
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Figure F-3
ACV Static Display

Figure F-4
ACV Air Taxis

Vt Figure F-5
ACV Crosses Intersection
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Figure F-6
CUA5~IANUACV Travils Over Grass

and Taxiways

Figure F-7
ACV at Holding Position

Figure F-8
ACV Demonstration
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ACV 03 SINKING AND RESULTANT MODIFICATIONS
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AppfrmbIx 2 .,,, , ,,, ,,CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
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AV 03 SINKING AND RESULTANT 1WIFICATI(tE

In the later part of November 1971, the air cushion vehicle AcV 03
experienced an engine shutdown while on a scheduled aids to navigation
mission in northern Lake Huron. After the craft had been sitting in the
water for a period of time, it was noted to be settling by the stern.
Th1e craft eventually sank and the cre and passemiers were picked up by a
Coast Guard rescue boat.

An Analysis Board, consisting of CDR 0. J. Jahnsen, Jr., OaCmmanding
Officer, CS Traverse City, as Senior Maberj with CDR T. C. Lutton,
QCmwading Officer; ACV Evaluation Unitj IUDR E. S. Perrigo, Flight Surgeon,
CGAS Traverse Cityj LCDR J. F. Butler, Fkgineering Officer, orAS Traverse
Cityi LCDR W. P. Leahy, Comman.ant (OSR-I) 1 and LCDR D. F. Bobeck, Ommandant(MM) i as members, was convened. Much of the information in Appedi 1 ofthis ANNEX is frum the AV Mishap Analysis 1-17A, the report of that Board.

The purpose. of discussing the sinking in this evaluation report is
Sto place the incident in proper perspective relative to the potential future
use of air cushion vehicles by the Coast Guard. It is important to dis-
titruish what features or shortoomings are peculiar to the SK-5 model
and what are general ACV or hovercraft limitations.

As a result of that sinking, certain modifications were made to
the remaining tw craft to reduce the possibility of a similar incident.
In addition, several changes were made to the operating procedures to
ir•ease the margin of safety. These modifications and changes are detailed
in Apperdix 2 of this ANNEX.
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ANNEX G Appendix 13

PCV 03 MISHAP ANALYSIS

&BCKGROUND

Upon ccmpletion of the Arctic trials in Northern Alaska, ACV 03
t as dis-issenbled and flown from Pt. Barrow, Alaska to Traverse City,
NMirhigan. A linited refurbishment, iLcluding repairing a 1' x 8' rip in
b Dyancy tanks 3 and 4, and engine change were accomplished and the
craft cmnenced a Ooast Guard evaluation on the 3reat Lakes operating out
of St. Ignace, Michigan.

On 23 Novembe 1971, ACV 03 was conducting an A/N logistic mission•:in the eartern Stradits of Mackinac on the Great. Lakes. Reather was clear
with moderate seas and wino and below freezing tanperatures. ACV 03 left
St. Ignace at 0755 and serviced Spectacle Reef Light, Figure G-1-1. The
trip was uneventful except for light superstructure icing and very limited
forward visibility due to wiadshield icing. The craft departed Spectacle
Reef Li*ht enroute St. Martin's Light at approximately 22 knots with a
Bfllawing wind and sea using radar for navigation.

•i[•I About ,half way to St. Martin's Light the craft's bow seemed to dig
into a wave. 7he wave force hit the forward port-4on of the craft causing

the r=•ter bow door's and operator's windows to break in. 7he bow dip was
raorted rapid with full recovery and the associated sensations were dis-
similar to a hovercraft "plow in." The interior of the cabin, including
the aft blkhea-d, received water spray. After determining no firther damage
was done . the craft made an unevedtful five minute trip to St. Martin's Light
and comzpleted the logistic support of the structure.

At 0940, after backing away fram St. Martin's Light and maintaining
position on partial cushion, an imintentiAkal engine s3atdown was experienced.
Bigimne operation up to shutdn had been normal. In all starting attenpts
the engine failed to crank.

At this time crewmen observed water cming into the cabin and the
craft listing slightly to starboard aril aft. Attempts to start the engimie
were abandcned and all crew efforts were put to d.umie control procedures.
The electric bilge pmr had been runnig since the craift hit the wave but
did not appear to be removing the cabin water. It w-as suspected that tie
pump discharge pipe outlet was froeai and thl pump rendered useless. The

"hand bilge pump and life raft were removed from the starboard pannier. The
craft had now tak an on considerable water a4d was settling by the &.ern.
Ballast fuel was Aransferred frcu the starboard to center tank to aid stability.

About 1ZO, the crew advised ft. Martin's by radio that tiey were
rapidly taking on water and the liferaft was inflated. i[e water was entering at
an increasing rate and about 1130 the passengers were ordered tu the liferaft
secured to the craft and floating forward of the bow. A last radio tranamission
was made, power switches and electric Iraters secured, and with just the bow

G-l-1
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of the ACV above water, the two crew members took to the liferaft. As H
the liferaft was paddled away from the ACV, the hovercraft continued to
settle rapidly by the stern and finally sank at 1150.

7he crew was resctrd by a Coast Guard motor lifeboat. 7he only injuxy
sustained by crew or passengers was mild exposure.
DAMGE

Ihe only apparent damage to the ACV as a result of the sinking was
complete fresh water immersion. ACV 03 was located, Figure G-l-l, lying
upside down on a mud and silt bottan in 110 feet of water on 17 December 1971.
After righting and hoisting the ACV to within 10 feet of the surface, the
rescue craft, CGC SUNEW,, slowly proceeded to a sheltered area due to deterio-
rating weather conditions. While attempting this maneuver, the after lifting
fittings of the craft tore loose and the forward legs of the lifting sling
parted. The ACV settled to the botton in approximately 100 feet of water in
position 450 57'.2N, 840 07'.9W.

ANAYSIS

she mishap analysis was carried out without benefit of ACV 03. 2he
SI Board had very few facts on which to base the analysis and the following

sequence is based on the most probable course of events, as determined by the
board, that led to the sinking. ACV 03 departed St. Ignace on a routine
logistic mission. 7he trip proceeded normally except that structural icing
accumlated throughout the run. he windshield became iced-vver and ccmpletelyS~blocked forward visibility enroute from Spectacle Reef L~ight to St. Martin's

Light so run was using navigation. A tire, used as a
forward fender to protect the craft cmidng alongside the light structures, was
left hanging over the bow.

Ihe ACV was proceeding at 22 knots just south of St. Martin's Light
when the forward tire dug into a wave causing the bow to dip allowing the force
of a wave to push in the center and operator's wixndshields. The interior,

including the aft bulkhead of the craft, was sprayed with some water. After
stoping on partial cushion and inspecting the craft and finding no damage,
the run continued to St. Martin's Light.

Iogistics at St. Martin's Light were carried out normally. While
backing away fran St. Martin's Light on partial cushion, an unintentional•'engine shutdown was experienced. 7hi oocured about 20 minutes after hitting

•' Ithe wave. Water from the wave had dripped on and into the engine overspeed
i• ,shysing relays and circuitry located along the aft bulkhead of the main

cabi~hn. This produced a false, oanstant, overspeed signal causing the engine
to uniatentionally shutdown and be incapable of being re-started until the
electrical short was corrected. After a period of time, the craft began to
take on water and =ew directed all efforts to control of flooding precluding
further engine troubleshcoting.

G-1-3
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The electric bilge pump for the main cabin had been started after
the ACV hit the wave but was not removing water due to a frozen discharge
line. Bouyancy tank 11 (starboard aft), figure G-1-2, flooded first and the
8' patch leaked allowing flooding of tanks 3 and 4. The craft began to

achieve a marginal stability condition and was noW stern heavy. Many of the
holes in the main cabin were now expcsed to the water and flooding became
progressive.

The crew had considered the ACV craft "unsinkable" because of the highSreserve buoyancy (264%) but did not realize that this was largely, 220%, contri--
buted by a watertight main cabin. Flooding of the main cabin through higher and

larger holes along the starboard tide was increasing at a rapid rate. Water
was also noted oming through a rivet hole on the forward bottom bulkhead of
the main cabin indicating the center forward buoyancy tank was also flooded.

The imminent sinking of the ACV was now unavoidable due to loss of
both stability and reserve buoyancy. The crew abandoned the craft with just
the bow above water.

CAUSE4

A. Unintentional engine shutdown probably caused by a false engine overspeed
signal due to a water induced short in the exposed overspeed sensing circuitry.

B. Loss of buoyancy tank structural integrity due to:

1. Possible damage to after portion of starboard buoyancy tank caused by
hitting rock projection on deteriorated ACV ramp at St. Ignace on 21 November,
figure G-1-3.

2. Possible tank puncture caused by sharp rocks at site of beach landings

used for a night MEDVC from Mackinac Island on 19 November 1971.

33. Possible material failure of skirt attaching hinge or after starboard
side deck attaching fitting pulling loose and damaging the starboard buoyarny
tank when ACV skirt struck projection on ACV ramp at St. Ignace during ramping.

4. Failure of any patches on buoyancy tanks, particularly the 8' x 1'
bottan patch of the two center aft buoyancy tanks fabricated during craft
asserbly in October 1971 at Traverse City.

C. Lack of watertight integrity of main cabin side walls as a result of the
special equipnent wiring installation for the NSMDC/ARPA Arctic test program.
Most of this wiring was temporarily rewved pending the review of early test
reaults leaving relatively large unsealed openings in each cabin side above

V the normal waterline but below the windows.

D. Icing on windshield caused visibility restriction.

4 E. Additional weight as a result of structural icing (estitnated 1100 ibs.)
which reduced reserve buoyancy and stabiliy

G-1-5
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OCNCMUSICN

The SK-5 hovercraft is not well suited to operate in the harsh
I environnmt of the northern Great Lakes in the winter. Much of the craft
I structure is .0030 inch aluminum sheeting. The craft was originally

designed and constructed as a commrcial hovercraft carrying passengers
between established tenrinal areas. The purpose of the evaluation effort in
the Great Lakes wa-s to determine the potential uses of air cushion vehicles
in that area. The results of this effort are covered in ANNEX B. There are

' several new hovercraft, ANNEX H, that appear to be well suited for a variety
•* ~of Ooast Guard tasks, including the northern Great Lakes. The sinking of the

SK-5 air cushion vehicle, ACV 03, was the result of design and manufacturing
deficiencies for a hovercraft to operate in the environment. It is not due

, •to any characteristic peculiar to air cushion vehicles in general.
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CANS AND MODIFICATIONS

STRLL21IR

The SK-5 ACV is divided into twelve buoyancy ccnpartments, figure
G-2-1. Individual cts are often separated into two or more sections
by bulkheads inserted for structural strength purposes. All sections within

!a ca•rtet are connected by small limber holes allowing water to be trans-
ferred within the ccmrartmant. Each umartment has one small stand pipe used
ato purp out masture during maintenbace checks. l here is no effective method

for rapidly removing a large quantity of water as might be experienced with a
ruptured tank.

At an all up weight (AUK) of 15,000 lb. a reserve buoyancy of 265% is
provided. Of this, the main cabin supplies 220% of the amount, figure G-2-2.
1e craft, even with reserve buoyancy, may become unstable under certain tank

[< dfailure conditions.

The probi.n faced by the Evaluation Unit was to find a way to insure a
safe quantity reserve buoyancy while operating under rigorous operating conditions.STdhis would have to be accamplished in a short time frame without major modifica-
tion to the craft with a high degree of safety.

FOAM ISTALLATION

7he possibility of rebuilding the buoyancy tanks out of heavier marine
aluminum was discarded due to the magnitude of the job. The use of a liquid
material that would foam in place was seriously considered and then rejected.
qhere is a surprising lack of concrete information on the exact expansion
characteristics of liquid foam. 2e possibility of rupture of the thin
aluminum tanks on a grand scale while installing the liquid foam dampened the
enthusiasm for this methcd.

The method selected was the installation of preformed foam blocks. This
could be accomplished at least cost and uncertainty while eliminating much of the
hazard associated with a buoyancy loss due to leaking tanks. The ,se of block
foam ws discussed with the Naval Engineering Branch of the Twelfth District
Egineering Staff. A similar material is used, with successful results, in the
District's utility boats.

Polyurethane rigid boam board of 2#/ft2 density was used as the basic
material. This material was cut into rectangular blocks, figure G-2-3, for
installation into buoyancy tanks. ¶Le foam was then coated with a Hetron resin
to increase its resistance to moisture absorption, figure G-2-4. Access holes
were cut into the buDyancy tanks to allow the installation of the foam, figure
G-2-5. Cover plates were then rivited over the access holes, carefully sealing
all edges.

With the foam installed in the cmpartments indicated in figure G-2-1,
approximately 9500 lbs. of positive buoyancy was provided. In addition, all
tanks were carefully inspected and sealed to insure, as well as possible, the
watertight integrity of the buoyancy tanks. The most significant contribution

G-2-1
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Figure G-2-2

Ii BUOYANCY and STABILITY TABLES

Data obtained from Bell Aerospace
Nev Orleans# La. CG-ACV 03
Background Data report, Dec. 1971

3 Reserve Buoyancy is defined ass

Total remaining buoyancy - all up yeight (AUW x 100W)
A.U.W.

In cases which do not include flooding of the cabin, the
equivalent buoyancy of the whole cabin volume has been

2 1 included in the total remaining buoyancy. The reserve buoyancy
U values qu6ted in these cases are consequently high.

Lateral Stability (Side damage cases)

Craft CG-longitudinal center line
Note: Compartment number refers to the port side. Stability

I is, of course, identical with corresponding starboard compartment
flooded instead.

- I Compartmento Flooded Stability % Reserve BuoYancy
(8) and (10) Stable (247)
(8) and (12) (248)
(10) and (12) Marginal (233)
Cabin and (10) 27.4
Cabin and (12) 29.2

LongitudinAl Stabijity (forward and aft damage cases)

15,000 lbs AUW 10,500 lbs AUW
Compartmeents Flooded fwd ,. aft GA

. ,Stab1ty Reserve Stabilty 1 Reserve
S....... Dovany ,.... . aommpcy

1 (1), (1A), 1(B), (5), (6), Stable (236)
(7), (8)

Cabin only Stable 44
Cabin (1) & (6) Stable 35
Cabin (1) & (1A) Stable 29.4

* Cabin (l),(1A),(6) Marginal 26.6
Cabin (1),(1A),(lB) Unstable 24

(3) Stable (244) Stable (392)
(4) Stable (244) Stable (392)

• (3) & (4) Marginal (223) Stable (362)
(4) & (12) or (11) Marginal (230) Stable (371)
(11) & (12) Stable (235) Stable (378)
(4), (11) & (12) Unstable (215) Unstable (349)

G-2-3
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Figures G-2-3.4 & 5
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provided by the installation of the foam was the elimination of an unstable
stability potential %tich would cause the craft to sink on end, as in the
case of the ACV 03, or flip over and sink.

SDAAMW OJNTROL MODIFICATION

The SK-5 hovercraft was designed without a positive type dewatering
system for damage control. Each craft had been provided with a hand bilge
pUmp to check buoyancy compartments for the presence of water and the removal
of condensation. The main cabin had an installed pump with a capability of
approximately 10 gallons per hour. A smail portable Homelite pump with a two
and one half hour operating capability per tank of fuel was included for SARpurposes. It had a pumping rate of 70 GPM at 110 psi. To facilitate the useof this SAR dewatering punp, two Coast Guard designed eductors ware fabricated

and tested at Ft. Point. Each eductor has a capability of 150 (PM at a 10 foot
lift and 115 GPM at 18 foot lift with a inlet pressure of 60 psi. Dewatering
of the buoyancy tanks with the eductor is axomplished by fitting a 1/2" rubber
hose from the eductor to the installed deck fittings of the buoyancy tanks stand
pipes.

The cabin area of both craft were carefully inspected to insure a water
tight condition - at least up to the window and door areas. Splash shields were
installed over all control circuits located in the rear of the cabin.

Recognizing the limitations of the SK-5 hovercraft, certain changes were

instituted and c-drrent emergency procedures eompasized. hese were published as
additional ACV Unit Instructions arn distr to all the Thetacmnts Te
general content is included below.

I ITE~rIGRT INTEGRITY INSPOCTIONII
1. The Air Cushion Vehicle shall be lifted and a visual inspection made of the,
bottom surfaces every two weeks, or whenever bottcom damage is suspected. The
cabin. and pannier spaces should be checked at this time and made as watertight
as possible.

2. All discrepancies to the bottom surfaces noted during this inspection that
would in any way affect the buoyancy shall be corrected prior to conducting
any over water operations.

3. To reduce the possibility of damage to the bottom buoyancy tanks when making
approaches to beach or other ground areas, partial cushion will be maintained
on the craft unless prevente! by mission conditions.

USE OF WET SUITS AND EXPOSURE SUITS F1

The importance of protecting the individual from serious injuries or possible [I
death as a result of cold water inmersion or cold weather exposure cannot be over
epasized. Their use aboard the ACV' s in the cold weather regions of the
Great Lakes and Chesapeake Bay will be governed by the following criteria:

1. Wet suits will be worn or carried on board for all ACV crewmen for all
operations.

G-2-5
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2. Wet suits will be worn when water tmeaueis below 60°F or outside

I ~air temarature is below 32°F.

3. Since the wet suits provide sufficient buoyancy, a life jacket is rot

if required to be worn when working outside the cabin.

4. Anti-Exposure suits will be carried on board to provide one for each passenger.
ihe suit will be put on whenever the integrity of tke ACV becomes in doubt and
evacuation becomes necessary. Life jackets Aill be worn when leaving the cabin
area,

ACV Sh-IU • ON THE WATER

1. In the event of an unschedules turbine shutdown, the following procedures
will be carried out:

Cperator: Attaypt a restart as soon as practicable after reviewing thercircunstarces leading to the shutdown.

Radar/Navigator: Establish radio contact with the base and advise them of
the craft position and the situation.

2. If the restart attempt is not successful or is delayed for extensive trouble
shooting and/or repairs, the following procedures will be carried out:

Pequest a Ooast Guard boat be dispatches for possible towing.

Set the anchor.It
Keep a careful watch on the craft trim and dewater as necessary using the

established procedures.

Trouble shoot for mechanical problem and attempt repairs and restart.

Keep the Base station advised on all changes concerning the situation.

Mabe preparations for being towed.

3. At the first sign of loss in buoyancy or any change in the craft's trim,
remove the life raft from the pannier to the side deck walkway. Omence
punping of the affected buoyancy tank or tanks.

4. In the event that the flooding cannot be controlled, make preparations for
abandoning the craft by inflating the life raft or rafts. Continue attempts to
i vater as long as conditions permit. Attenpt to lighten the craft by one or all
of the following:

Jettison or relocate any sand ballast.

Jettison or relocate other portable material on the craft or in the cabin.

If the craft is settling by the stern only, pump the liquid ballast forward.

"G-2-6
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If the craft is settling to port or starboard, pump the liquid ballast

overboard (from aft ballast tank). Siphen the auxiliary fuel tank on the
low side over board. O(ntinue to shift portable materials and personnel to
obtain best possible trim. Maintain on board the ACV only those persofnl
required for dewatering and trim. All other personnel should be in life rafts.

5. If for any reason the crew abandons the craft, the life ring will beSi secured with the line provided to the exterior of the craft. 7his will assist
in locating the craft in the unlikely event that it sinks.
6. On arrival of the ln ast Guard boat, if ther is any question cowiernsis
the ability of the craft to be towed to a Coast Guard facility, tow the craft

to shallow water or a sandy beach area where repairs can be made.

G-2-7
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ANNE H M-1

AVAILABILITY AND NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN HOVERCRAFT

The initial development and manufacturing effort in the hovercraft or
air cushion vehicle field was accompished in England. This effort was
responsible for the design and construction of the SRN-5 hovercraft, the first
prod•ction .mdel in this evolutionary new field of transportation. The Coast AM
Guard's SK-5 ACVs are basically SRN-5 models modified by Bell Aerospace Corpora-
tion for the U.S. Navy.

The major efforts in the early days of hovercraft development were
aeronautically oriented and construction techniques reflected this background,
resulting in high initial cost and complexity. Currently, greater emphasis
is being given to marine cons-ruction techniques which hold considerable promise
for the Coast Guard. This ANNEX will attempt to provide information on a
variety of new air cushion vehicles that may have potential application within
the Service.

There are several hovercraft in various stages of design, development',
testing and/or production. Although there is active developent effort in
England, France, Canada, Japan, Russia and the United States, only those of
more direct Coast Guard application potential will be reviewed. An excellent
source of detailed information on all hovercraft development is Jane's Surface
Skimmers: lbvercraft and Hydrofoils 1971-72. It is distributed7'Ey- MbGraw-Hill
Book Compan,, New York, N.Y.

H-1
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HOVEFCATJ

The HOVEWM is a versatile five seater amphibious hovercraft which
provides a relatively high standard of performance and reliability while
offering ease of maintenance and economic operation. It is manufactured by
Hovermarine Transport Limited, Southampton, England and represented in the
United States by Transportation ¶I:.hno1cgy, Inc., 82 Mechanic Street,
Pawcatuck, Connecticut, 02891 (paone 203-599-5046).

The craft has a capability of operatirn over a wide variety of
terrain - marshes, sand bars, snow, rivers and lakes. Its size, however,
precludes operation in other than relatively sheltered water areas but
would allow it to be easily carried aboard many of the Coast Guard's ships.
Its ease of operation and operational requiremnts (automobile gasoline)
would make this an interesting vehicle for inspecting navigation aids,
such as in the Intercoastal Waterway on the East Coast.

The possibility of leasing a HOVERCAT for evaluation was investigated
(is possible) but was not pursued due to lack of interest at Headquarters
level. For specific information on procurenant costs or lease arrangements,
Hovermarine or MTI should be contacted directly. A cutaway drawing, figure
H-l-l, and leading particulars, figure H-l-2, provided by the manufacturer
are included for general information.

4
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Figure H{-1-2
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I LEADING PARTICULARS

Dimemlnsin
Overall length Chard structurv) 28' 11W (8.551m) wl cdapcteI Overall beom Chard structure) 12' 111" (3,92m)
Overall halghts (off cushion) 8'2%" ;2,62m) - river included -
Cushion depth 2' (0,611m) Over wwater norms; 900 lb (410 kg)
Groundcldearance on cushion 19" (0.5Tm) overload 1001) lb (455 kgo)

Over land/lwe (notv-porous surface)
normal 1200 lb (W4 kj)

weight overload 1700 lb (772 kg)I ~standard - comfortable seating for 5 adults

RKwo Plants and Systesn'I Propulsion engineo Porsche (912) 90 B.H.P. at 5,80 m.wx rjp.m. Purforaneso
Uft engine Volkswvagen GJOA) 46 8.H.P. at 3,600 max r.p.m. '- ,ximwn speed (cam sin no wind -normal pa~1oad)
Propeller Hoftmann fixed pitch - diameter 6' 6" (1 98M) 36 kt (66 ONh
Uft fan Centrifugal type - diameter T 6Y" (1,07m) Endurance at maximum power 2fl hours
Fuel capacity 17.5 galls (21.0 U.S. galls) 79 litres.

I xH-1-3
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M SE NDSH-2

The Sealand SH-2 appears to meet all of the requirements of a second-generat.r o
hovercraft. It is apparent that considerable attention has been given to pro-
viding a craft that is highly maneuverable and eliminates many of Ithe undesirable
characteristics of earlier hovercraft. Same of the most important aspects are:
first, the use of a single autcaitive power plant and transmission system which
can be maintained by a competent engineon; second, the incorporation of in-
flatable side bodies which allow for easy cross country transfer or ship storage;
and thire, the built-in capability for road-traiiing.

The SH-2, figure H-2-1, has an overall hard stricture length of 19 ft.
4 in. and a width, with the sidebodies deflated, of 7 ft. 6 in. Structural
ntmibers axe made from PVC foam cores faced with gla.,-fibre-reinforced polyester.
The structure is designed to withstand impact loads generated by driving a fully
loaded craft at full speed into three foot high waves.

The passenger seats, which seat five, are in two ravis with the driver
having an individual seat and full shoulder harness. Each of the other
positions is provided with a seat belt. The passenger seats are easily rergved
allowibg freight to be secured to the seat anchorage points4. 'lite craft has a
payload of 1,200 pounds with a range of 150 miles.

The instrument panel, figure H-2-2, is removable as an integral
package. The instruments include fuel gage, engine temperature, oil pressure,
engine RPM, air speed :idicator, oil temperature, anmeter and engina elapsed
time indicator. All lift and propulsion power is supplied by a single 200 b.h.p.
Chrysler 440 cu.in. V-8 engine.

The operator has easy access to all engine and operating controls.
The handwheel operates the rudders, a control stick activates the bow thrust
ports and foot pedals r-ntrol the reversing doors. This ccmbination of controls
provides a high degree of maneuverability, figure H-2-3. Depressing both foot
pedals closes the rear of the rudders turning them into reverse thrust buckets.
If one pdUal is depressed and the other left alone on assynetric turning force
is generatedi This is further enhanced by the use of bow thrusters. All
control systems are mechanical which provides high reliability.

The engine drives the 39in. diameter centrifugal lift fan. The
propulsion is provided by tuo 32in. diameter four bladed axial-flow fans. The
use of these fans and surrounding ducts will greatly reduce the noise generally
associated with propeller driven air cushion vehicles. The cushion area of
200 sq.ft. provides a cushion pressure of 20 lbs./sq.ft. at a normal gross
w•ight of 4,400 lbs.

The SH-2 is highly transportable by the use of trailer wheels and an
ordinary garage hydraulic jack. The bow of the craft is jacked up, figure H-2-4,
the axle and wheels are slid underneath the midships section and bolted on. A
trailer bar is bolted to the bow, the jack released and the craft is ready for
towing.

H-2-1
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Figure H-2-1 SH-2 Hovercraft in Operation

I

Figure H-2-2 Ope••itor's Posit,.ion in SH-2 Hovercraft

H-2-2
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Fiqure H-2-3

BOW THRUSTERS

TURNING SIDE MOVEMENT BRAKING Et REVERSE REVOLVING ON OWN AXIS

S1-2 has Considerable maneuverability

Filure H-2-4

1 INSERT JACK

2ATTACH SUSPENSION UNIT

3ATTACH TOWING HITCH - DRIVE OFF

SH-2 Demonstrates Rapid Transportability

H-2-3
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The craft accuulated some 20 hours of operat ts over 1n
and water in 1971. The planned production for 1972, according to the contpany, -1
is 60 hovercraft. The SH-2 has been demonstrated to Commander, Coast Guard
Activities, Europe. The published cost of the basic model is 12,000 pounds
or about $30,000, with delivery approximately three months after receipt of
order.

I The Sealand SH-2 provides some unique characteristics, figure H-2-5, A
not found in any other hovercraft. It appears to demonstrate a high degree of
safety, low noise level and mninimum disturbance to its surroundings. By using
automtive design concept3, no specialized skill is needed to service the
power/transmission system. With its 50 MPH optimun speed, the craft might be
used by the Coast Guard to provide a high response capability at SAR units,
a fast A to N survey craft or a Mrlti-purpose vehicle for a multitude of
missions in the northern areas that experience freezing of the water areas.
Its size and weight would make it an attractive addition to many Coast Guard
ships.

I
I

-I

I

H-2-4
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-igure H-2-5 SH-2 Specification

1SH Mk.2

Dimensions
Overall length 190 4"
Overall width on cushion 14' 4"
Overall height on cushion 5' 10"
Hard structure clearance 18"

I Weights
Operating weight 3200 lb
Gross weight 4400 lb
Fuel load 250 lb

Power Plant-and Transmission
Chrysler 440 CD V8
Right angle gearbox
Toothed belt drive to Propulsion Fans
32" Axial flow Propulsion Fans
39" Centrifugal Fan (Lift)

IIControls Performance
Rudders (in propulsion air) Max. speed 50 mph
Control Port~s Endurance 3 hours
Reverse thrust doors Payload 1200 lb

or 6 people (inc. driver)

I Structure
Fire Retardent GRP[Steel subframe, carrying engine, fans, and transmission

Skirt Normal Range[ Bag, Fingered# HDL Type 150 miles

!

H-2-5
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I I~~HVEI4RINE HM. 2

The Hovermarine Transport Ltd. HM.2 MK III is a diesel powered
high speed air supported boat with thin sidewalls, samewhat similar to
a catamaran hull, with flexible seals fore and aft. While the pure hovercraft
is virtually a skimming airplane, the sidewall vehicle, such as the HM. 2, is
basically a high speed boat.

The cushion of air is maintained by engine driven fans which support
the hull thus eliminating friction and drag. Total installed required
horsepower is far lower than needed in conventional craft of similar speed
and capacity.

The original HM.2 was built by Hovermarine Ltd. in 1448. A total of
11 were manufactured and sold but quickly developed engineering' and operating

I difficulties. The company declared voluntary liquidation in 1969 and the
assets were obtained by Transportation Technology Inc. and a new company,
Hovermarine Transport Ltd., was formed. A much improved MK 1II version w-T

IM introduced which corrected the earlier engineering and operational problems.

I The passenger version HM.2 can carry 60 passengers at up to 35 knots.
Propulsion power is supplied by two 320 bhp standard Cumrins mnrine diesels
of the VT8-370M type and a single 186 bhp Cummins V6215M engine drives thelift fan. The craft hes extre-nely good directional stability and excellentmaneuverability throughout the speed ranges.

At low speeds the widely spaced marine propellers allow the craft
to be turned through 3600 in its own length. By coming off cushion the
craft is able to omne to a full stop in 50 meters fron a 35 knot speed. The
HM. 2 operates with reasonable passenger comfort in seas up to five feet high

L and could provide a stable work platform. The leading particulars and sketch
of the HM.2 MK III passenger version is shown in figure H-3-1.

A modification to the basic craft is the HM.2 General Purpose
Hovercraft shown in figure H-3-2. This craft was conceived with a variety
of roles in mind and the design is adaptable to a wide range of CoAst GuardL tasks or missions. This provides an effective work platform with a high
degree of directional control and demonstrated resistance to sideways drift
due to the sidewall configuration. The craft has a service speed of 35 knots

! r and can maintain 30 knots in seas up to two feet. The operation of the craft
L requires a crew of two (operator and engineer) and provides a full 3600 field

of vision from the elevated bridge.

U A current photograph, provided by the manufacturers, of both the
passenger craft and the general purpose model are included, figure H-3-3
and H-3-4.I

Two modified versions of the HM4.2 hovercraft were proposed in May 1971
to the U.S. Coast Guard for operation in the aids to navigation field. A w
or three month evaluation was proposed that included a two week operatorI. training program, a contractor's representative for the duration of the evalu-
ation and spares provisioning at a cost of approximately $15,000 per month.

H-3-1
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Leading Particulars Fur

ENGINES DIMENSIONS (EXTERNAL) DIMENSIONS (INTERNAL)
Propulsion - 2 x 3220 B.H.P. Cummins ft. ins. mtrs. f t. ins. mtrs.

VTZe37OM turbocharged V8 Length O.A. 51 0 15,64 Cabin length (excluding
MrnDisl.Max. Beam O.A. 20 0 6,09 W.C. and luggage bay) 22 0 6,70
MrnDiel.Height O.A. 13 9 4,19 Cabin Width 16 0 4,88

Lift - 1 x 186 8.H.P. Cummins oHeilgt above water line Cabin height
of25MMrieDee.f cushion 8 10% 2,71 (at centre line) 6 6 1,98

V621 Mne ise. Height above water line (at side) 6 0 1,83
PR PLESon cuishion I11 10% 3,62 W.C. -Height 6 0 1,83PROn.ER Draught off cushion -Wdh1 10 0,563blade pitch 21 i.f13 to bottom of skeg 4 10% 1.49 - Length 5 0 1,52
cm.) diameter 15 in. (38,1 Draught on cushion
cm.) to bottom of skeg 2 10% 0,87 ALL UP WEIGHT 4Z500 lb 19300kg
FANS ~ ~Forward Entrance PYO D
FAN Width 1 10.8 0.57 PYO D

Fore - 4 direct drive ,t centrifugal -Height 3 0.8 0.93 Passengers and their baggg
Aft ntrnce@ 180 lb (81,5kg)per person 62

Aft -1I remote hydraullcaWlly driven - Width 4 0 1,22 FREIGHT 11,200!b 5080kg
centrifugal type. - Height 6 3 1,90

FLEXIBLE SKIRTS FUEL TANK CAPACITIES (standard)
Fore - Lop nd egmet tpx ore40 imp. gals. (48 U.S. gals) 182 litres

Aft - Loop and double segment A ToTns oa

type 140 imp. gals. (168 U.S. gals) 638 litres

H-3-2
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Figure 14-3-2

F pThg KM2 Gemral Purpose Craft, was conceived TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:-'1 with a variety of roles in mind and the design is
adaptable to a wide range of tasks. The hull and Craw Boat Surveying

F machinery are identical to the well proven 60 A

I passenger craft and, like that craft, its five ton Customs Patrol �lice Patrol
(5080 k.g.) pay load and 35 knot (65 k.p.h.)
capability produces a high work output at low Fishery Protection Pilot Cutters
capital and operating costs. A*S. R Logistic Support

I Interior Specifications, �zch as Galley, Wash-
� room, seats etc., are to customers requirements

and a number of optional extras are available
I e.g. RadaT, Radio, Air Conditioning, Auxiliary

Electrical Power Unit, Single Transom Davit,
Inflatable Tender.

I
�' I I

II

I Leading Particulars
I DIMENSIONS I

Overall Length (ox fendering) 50' 0" (16.24m)
Overall Beam (ox fendenng) 19' 0" ( 6. Sm) Fl
Hull Depth (base to deck) 6' 6" ( 1.99m) L.J -

Dr2ft Off-Cushion 4' lOW' ( 1.49m)
Overall Height (to top of cabin) 13' 4" ( 4.10m)
Draft On-Cushion 2' 10W' (O.87m)
Wheelhouse Area 14' x 14' approx. (4.3m x 4.3m)
After Cabin Area
Cabin Height at Ccntre Line 6' 6" ( 2.OOm)

Lift Fan Engine I x 168 6.H.P. Cummins V6.215�' or 250 mIles range and 10,300 lbs (4080 kg) of payload approx.
POWER PLANTS AND SYSTEMS WEIGHT AND PAYLOADS

Total Disposable Payload includir�g fuel and some optional extrasPropulsian Engines 2 x 320 B.H.P. Cummins VT8-370M 12,300 lbs.Marine Diesels. i.e. 500 miles range and 8,300 lbs (3770 kg) of payload approx.[2� Marina Diesel. Standard Gross Weight - 42,600 lbs (19.300 kg)Max. Pennissible Gross Weight - 44,500 lbs (20.200 kg)

I FANS
PROPELLERS 3 Blade-Pitch 15" (38.1 cml Diameter

16 (33.1 cm) PERFORMANCE - at Standard Gross WeightMaximum Speed - Calm water, no wind 35 knots (65 k.p.h.)Sin number-Centrifugal type Acceleration - 0.30 knots 45 secsDeceleration - From max. speed (normal) 270' (76m)Deceleration - From max. speed (emergency) 1130' (45m)
FUEL CAPACITY sss ;mp. Gallon (2436 litres) Ma-. Range with standard fuel tanks 500 miles i

i 4 I
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The HM. 2 hovercraft is not represented to be a panacea or the optimunm

solution to all Coast Guard marine problems. The HM. 2 does provide, however,
a reliable stable high speed and versatile marine platform whose performance
characteristics offer reductions in operational and total system costs over3I many other craft.

The two proposed versions are the basic HM.2 configured in either a
workboat, figure H-3-5, or with an open well deck, figure H-3-6, and a
stretched imodel of the standard craft, HM.2-S(C), figure H-3-7. Fbr purposes
of comparison, a new HM.2 or HM.2(C) could be provided at an approximate
cost of $266,000 with delivery tan months after receipt of the order. The
stretched version, HM.2-S(C), would cost about $350,000 with delivery 12
Smonths Am).

This type of craft offers many advantages when an amphibious craft
is not required. The sidewall craft provides high performance at low noise
levels, has lower initial and operatirg costs, can use standard marine diesel
engines and propellers and is highly maneuverable.

H-3-

I H1-3-5
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ANNEX H Apendix 4a

I EFIELD W M RIN EM. 2

Enfield Marine Limited of Ryde, Isle of Wright, England, was founded
in 1968 to construct high speed marine craft and workboats in alumninum alloy.

* nTheir current hovercraft activities omaenced in 1969, with market and
feasibility studies dictating the design of two amphibiotus hovercraft,• designated EM.I and 0.1.2. The EM.2, about the size of the current Coast Guard's
SK-5, was initially proposed as a test vehicle to evaluate the handling and
performance qualities of the larger EM.1. There now appears to be ccrnercial
interest in both craft.

* • The first tests of the FI1.2 were conducted in January 1972 at the
company plant, figures H-4-1, 2 and 3. The craft is shown in a hover with
60% engine RPM at 22,000 pounds. The propulsion fans are not installed in
these photographs. The manufacturer indicated the tests are progressing well
and are on schedule. Production versions, therefore, should be available in
1973.

* •The EM.2 was designed and engineered for operation in a wide varietyI of environments with a minimum of support facilities and efforts have been
made to keep both the craft and its systems simple and rugged.

The primary structure of the EM.2 is a rectangular hull 40 ft. by
21 ft., sub-divided into watertight cnartments to give a total buoyancy
of 250% of the operating weiguc. The hull is fabricated fram standard
marine aluminum alloy sheet ar'd extrusions using a simple riveted and bolted
type of construction. This gives a craft with adequate reserves of buoyancy
in the event of damage and can be easily repaired with the minimum of facilities
and skilled labor.

The hull is divided longitudinally into three parts which may be
separated for ease of transportation. The center section is decked with
alumintm/honeycomb sandwich panels to permit an overall loading of 200 lb/ft2

and local reinforcing allows the carriage of wheeled vehicles at loads up
to 2250 lb wheel. The deck is closed at thle forward end by the control cabin
to port and by a 3.5 ft. ramp to starboard. Aft, a full width ramp caters
for the loading of bulky cargo or supplies. The side sections of the hull
house all the machinery, in a light weight superstructure, and support the
ducted proulsion fans at the rear. Ebur landing pads give a static ground
clearance below the buoyancy tank of 0.75 ft.

The air cushion is contained in a system of flexible trunks of proven
basic design giving a hard structure clearance of 3 feet. A special featureI of the EM.2 is that the lift air is supplied to the forward part of the

cushion. This reduces any tendency to "plough in" and avoids excessive pitch
motion by rapidly replenishing the cushion after the craft has negotiated
an obstacle or large wave.

I The lower part of the trunks is formed by a series of fingers which
reduce the drag at forward speed and can be readily replace with the craft on

"~ I H-4-1
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Figure H-4-1 EM.2 InitialI Hover Test

.iguro H-4-2 Note $

Rear Work Area of EM.2

;P1
Figue H--3 E,2 OPataIuhoTrs
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its landing pads when wear occurs. Materials and me-thds of assably of the
whole system have been chosen to minimize wear ,md maintenance.

The EM.2 uses two integrated lift and propulsion systems hoxised in
the port and starboard side structures. Each system onnsists of a single
engine driving a pair of 38 in. diameter centrifugal fans to provide lift
and a single six-bladed, variable pitch, ducted fan for propulsion.

The lift fans are mounted "back to back" in volutes towards the forward
end of the side structure, the volutes discharging directly into the cushion.
The fans are constructed in marine aluninum alloy and are fully tested toensure integrity in service. Drive is through a reduction gearbox from the
forward end of the engine.

[The axial propulsion fans are situated in ducts at the end of the side
structure and are driven from the rear of the engine. The ducted configuration
was chosen to increase fan efficiency and significantly reduce the noise level
normally associated with air propulsicn. It also gives a measure of protection
to the fan during operations aft, such as handling cargo or towing boats. The
propulsion fans are 5.5 ft. in diameter and have fully variable pitch to give
both forward and reverse thrust. The pitch setting determines the degree of
thrust available and controls the distribution of engine power between lift
and propulsion systems.

I Special attention has been paid in the design to the maintainability
of all power plant components which are readily assessible for routine
servicing and may be easily removed for major overhaul.

Directional control of the craft is by means of rudders mounted in
the ducts behind the propulsion fans. At lower speeds, when the airflow
across the rudders is reduced, differential pitch of the fans provide a
powerful turning nment. The low silhouette reduces lhe weather cocking
tendency associated with some craft having large rudders. A secondary control
supplies side force by bleeding air from the lift systems through ports at
the forward end of the side strxcure. rhese are operated independently and

may also be used to assist directional control.

ikA the controls, includiing those of the engines, are operated by the
driver in the control cabin. For simplicity the steering controls are
functioned. separately, the rudders by a rudder bar and differential pitch of
the propulsion fans by sideways movnarit of a control column. Fore and aft
motion of the same column varies the pitch of the propulsion fans collectively
to give forward and reverse thrust.

IThe fuel system consists of tw tanks, one mounted in each side
struccure and close to the longitudinal CG. The tanks are coupled through a
pipe in the buoyancy chamber to allow refueling frort one side of the craft.
In the event of engine failure this also enables all fuel to be available to
the remaining engine. Flexible "bag" tanks avoid any problems due to craft
lexure and min'imize the effects of structural damage. Capacity for four hours

operation with adequate reserves is provided.

'?1 H-4-34
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FIGURE H-4-4

LEADING PARTICULARS

Length Overall 40'10"l Bean Overall 211'011

Length Overall (on cushion) 42'0"
Bean Overall (on cushion) 24'0"
Height Overall (on cushion) 15'00"
"Payload deck dimensions 33'0" x 016"
Cushion pressure 41.5 lb/ft 2

Cushion area 700 ft 2

Main engines 2 A.E.C. V.8 (petrol injection)l continuous power 420 H.P.
Lift fans 4 38" diameter HEBA "B" centrifugal
Propulsion fans Two six-bladed 5'6" diameter V.P.'I ducted units
Endurance 4 hours

"WEIGHT SUVMAM•

Basic weight, empty 8 tons

Disposable load:
payload 3.5 tons

Screw 0.16 tons
fuel and oil 1.74ton

Operating All Up weight (AUW) 13.4 tons

PERFOMANCE SUMMARY

The performance figures quoted below are design estimates. Wherever
possible the vehicle performance capability has been confimed by towing tankexperiments using a dynamically representative scale model. The performanceis given for ca: water, still air and I.S.A. conditions.

MAXUIghM SPEED at max continuous power: 45 knots

i TIME TO ANCELERAMP, to max speed: 36 secs.

NORMAL STOPPING DISTANCE from max speed: 270 yds.

EMFE1\CY STOPPING DISTANCE: 120 yds.

GRADIENT CAPABILITY from static hzver: 1:12

RANGE at max continuous power: 130 n. miles

OBSTACLE CLEARANCE capability: 3101"

H-4-4
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Fuel is fed to the engines by electrically driven booster pumps
and instrumentation in the control cabin includes tank contents, fuel
pressure gauges, and low pressure warning lights.

The Leading Particulars of the craft are included in Figure H-4-4.
An engineering sketch of the craft is shown in Figure H-4-5. The current
estimated cost of a production model of the EM.2 is $225,000.

This craft would be suited, with certain mrodifications, to the role
currently being demonstrated by the SK-5. Having access to the rear would
be a clear advantage in the area of towing. Twin engines, propulsion and
lift units not only increases the reliability but controllability. With the
power plant, either turbine or diesel, placed low and the use of ducted fans,
a considerable reduction in the noise level can be, anticipated.

The particular improved features over the Coast Guard's SK-5 vehicles
that sbculd be noted are:

a. Heavier construction

b. •Iulti-engine reliability and controllability

I c. Reduced noise

d. Ease of control

e. Simpler operation

H I

i H-4-6
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ANNEX H Appendix 5

I THE E.M.1 FREIGHT HOVERCRAFT

I
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The EM.I is an amphibious hovercraft corstructed in marine light alloy materials. The
prototype craft is powered by two Avco Lycoming TF 20 free turbine engines. Each engine
drives forward through a transfer gearbox, six 6'- 0" dia. centrifugal fans for the lift system.
From the transfer gearbox, another shaft runs aft to drive, through a transfer gearbox, a six
bladed variable pitch, propulsion fan. The propulsion fan is contained within a duct and, toreduce the profile of the craft, is partly submerged in the hull deck skin.

* Directional control of the craft is effected by differential pitch on the ducted fans and by rud-
U ders in the duct nozzle. Air bleed from the lift fan volutes can provide side force, additional

propulsion or braking forces. These air bleeds can be operated differentially to contribute to the
directional control of the craft. Turbine exhaust is vectored through louvred panels to add
to the other control forces. The V.P. ducted fans are equipped with reverse rptch capability
for low speed manoevring and braking.

The control cabin with accommodation for three crew members is positioned on the port side
deck structure and is constructed to provide adequate all-round view for the crew.

EM.1 is designed to carry heavy freight and the central load deck can accommodate a variety
of payloads. Container transportation has been considered and the craft can carry standard
I.S.O. conta;ners. The payload deck area, 54'-0" x 16'-0" has been selected to permit the
loading of containers with existing container handling equipment. Local deck strength permits
the use of wheeled straddle loaders, typified by the Hunslet 60 carrier.

Heavy civil engineering equipment such as graders, bulldozers and tractors can be transported
over difficult terrain. Equipment and personnel may be accommodated to service oil drilling
rigs and supply and lay pipe lines in otherwise inaccessible locations.

Loading ramps are incorporated at each end of the payload deck to provide for roll-on, roll-off
operation, which will reduce turn round time in high density freight operations.

The vehicle in its initial production form can carry removable containers which themselves are
S•.furnished for specific roles, e.g. temporary medical and surgical units, or passenger cabins.

With this additional equipment an EM.l can take advantage of fluctuating or seasonal traffic
demands.

Developments of the prototype can be equipped for military reconnaissance and strategic supply
![ roles. Modifications can be introduced to present the craft as a vehicle and passenger ferry.

When intended for passenger transport it may be necessary to carry out modifications to alter
the "ride" characteristic.

I. EM I can operate satisfactorily, but at reduced performance with one engine failed. The craft

has a total bouyancy of 350% of its normal A.U.W., provided by a multiplicity of discreet
* compartments. Thus, considerable underwater damage can be suffered without a hazardous

condition arising.

H-5-1
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L. LEADING PARTICULARS12

I Length overall 72' - '

I Beam overall 43'- (r

"I Height overall 23'- 0"

I Payload deck dimensions 54'-0"x 16'- Y"

Payload normal 23 tons

Overload 37 tons

A.U.W. normal 53 tons

Overload 68 tons

Cushion pressure normal 50 lb/ft2

Overload 65 lb/ft2

[ Cush'Jn area 2350ft

Main engines Two Avco Lycoming TF.20i continuous power, 2 x 1500 H.P.

Auxiliary engine Enfield Marine diesel 24 H.P.

Lift fans Six 6'- 0" diameter centrifugal
HEBA type.

Propulsion Two six-blades 8'-0" diameter
V.P. ducted fans

Endurance 4 hours
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Ab~iX 11 Appendix 6 1,

SVOYAGEUR M3DEL 7380

S•.Bell Aerospace, Buffalo, New York, is probably the most experienced
-mnufacturer in the niited States of air cushion vehicles. They are the

current licensee in the U.S. of British Havercraft Corporation and delivercii to the U.S. Navy the three vehicles currently used by the Coast Guard.
These craft were originally manufactured in England and modified by Bell
for the Navy. They also manufactured three new special purpose SK-5

I vehicles for the U.S. Army. In a separate operation, Bell Aerospace (U.S.)
and the Department of Industry, Trade and Ccmerce (Canada) joined in an
enterprise of mutual interest, the result of which is Bell Aero)space
Canada and the Model 7380, Voyageur, figure H-6-1.

Additional details can be obtained fram either of the following:

Bell Aerospace Canada
Post Office Box 160
Grand Bend, Ontario, Canada

I! or
Mr. Colin Faulkner
Product Director, Voyageur Systems
Bell Aerospace (m3pany
P.O. Box OneIBuffalo, New York 14240

Voyageur is a flaf-bed craft, constructed in modular form, using
welded 6000 series alunirn extrusions. These extrusions are in the formof hollow core planking and joint sections. Bolted splice plates are used
to structurally join the modules.

Projected applications for this craft required that emphasis be
placed on building a simple, rugged structure which will withstand the
operational and servicing loads expected. The structure was also designed to
reduce cost to a minimum. The design of the modular structure incorporates
hollow core thin walled alumium extrusions which are now available in
0.055" thick inner and outer walls and are presently used as bulkheads in
military and camaercial ships. Use of this material with extruded corners
for joining of the paneling and bulkheads makes a structural box of great
stiffness. The Model 7380 is designed around flat surfaces, and the use of
this material eliminates the -eed for formed .rt• and reduces tooling since
all parts require only sawing to size for assembly. The structural modules
are welded; the welding process consists mainly of the use of the gas
shielded tungsten arc process (TIG gun).

H-6-1
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The Voyageur is made of eight modules in addition to two power

modules, figure H-6-2. 7he forward 40 feet of the 64 1/2 foot-long
deck is flat and open for use in hauling cargo. The ieck is 33 1/2 feet
Swide. In future versions of Voyageur, this deck could be utilized for a
number of roles - from a passenger cabin with seats for up to 140 persons,
to roll-on, roll-off ferry duty.

The craft was designed to provide a fully amphibious, general purpose
vehicle with a cargo capability camparable to a C-130, i.e., 15 - 20 tons.
It used state-of-the-art components to provide a low cost, but sturdy vehicle3n with adequate performance for ccmmercial applications.

• Two recent publications, Report No. 7380-953004 (Servicing River
Aids to Navigation) and No. 7380-927005 (Pollution Control), have been

•I published by Bell detailing potential Coast Guard application of their
Model 7380. Additional information on route analysis/operating cost pro-
jection for the Voyageur was developed by Bell and is contained in their
report No. 7380-927009. An in-house document, Bell Report No. 7380-927001,
takes a careful look at the system costs of using the Voyageur for servicin9
inland waterway navigation aids. For information concerning or copies of

* these reports, Bell Aerospace should be contacted directly.
U
- The Campany has built two prototype models at their Grand Bend,

Ontarnio, facility using couponents made available from four SBN-5/SK-5I craft that were the prcperty of Bell.

The first Voyageur Heavy Haul Air Cushion Vehicle was cxmpleted
in Noverber 27, 1971, and commenced operational testing at the Grand Bend
Airport.

Test cprator for Bell was Jacques RBbitaille who, besides operating:1 the smaller SK-5 and SIN-6 ACV's, worked with the USG/ARPA Arctic tests
in Alaska in early 1971 under a USOG/Bell contract. Voyageur No. 001

utilizes two LM-100 Marine gas turbine engines similar to that found on the
Coast Guard ACV. They are rated at 1,150 shp each.

After preliminary testing in the Grand Bend area, the craft was
disassenbled and transported overland to Toronto, Canada, for over water
tests. The total Voyageur operating time now exceeds 200 hours and Bell
reports that all performance/handling target criteria have been met or
exceeded.

The second craft, nurber 002, has the higher-rated U.S. built No. 2
gearboxes to accepL the 1300 shp continuous/1700 shp maximum ratings of the
Unaited Aircraft Twin-Pac PT-6 paderplant. This model has been purchased
by the Canadian Ministry of Transport and will be operated under contract
by the Northern Transportation Ompany, Ltd. largely in tl.. Canadian Arctic
on logistic supply work in support of oil industry activities.

I: H-6-3
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Other projects that will be investigated include Canadian Coast

Guard aids to navigation operations in the 1,200 mile long Mackenzie
River and the lakes, Arctic logistical resupply and search and rescue
operations.

At present, Voyageur #001 and #002 are currently being fitted with
bow thrusters (puff ports), internal liquid ballast trim and rudder power-
boost systems. These installations will also be standard on subsequent
prod rition models.

4 , Final pi icing of production craft are dependent on quantities ordered
and the manufacturer will have to be contacted directly.

The improvements in this craft over the current model SK-5 are
significant and include:

a. Use of heavy duty, corrosive resistant aluminum in all welded
S1 structure.

b. Basic craft structure designed to be broken down for air or road

transport.

c. Dual engine reliability and controllability.

d. Increased visibility and ease of control from elevated11pcerator' s station.

e. Sinplier construction and decreased maintenance.

X A Voyageur fact sheet, figure H-6-3, was prepared by Bell and
dedails craft specifications.

The initial phase of the Coast Guard's evaluation of air cushion
vehicles, reported previously in the first report, ACV EU 3960-01, demo-
strated the potential of such craft tn the field of aids to navigation.
Although the SK-5 model participated in numerous AtoN missions, these were
generally restricted to minor servicing (replacing flasher units, bulbs,
etc.) of buoys, transporting personnel or supplies to large bucyb or light
structures, and survpU of aids (ANNEX C). To accept a greater role will
require a larger cri tt, such as the Voyageur or the HM-2.

- Bell Aerospace has extensively investigated the use of such a craft
and even conservative projections indicate a significant cost savings,
mainly as a result of personnel reductions.

Working closely with Headquarters and Second District personnel,
certain goals were established for their possible use in this field.

Perform AtoN operation with significant ecomsuics in:
Total mission tine
cn rew Fquirmnts

4 Overall cost

, ~H-6-5
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HEAVY HAUL
AIR CUSHION VEHICLE

To meet the demand for effective, economical Length 64.5 ft.

transportation- particularly in the Arctic and other not Width 33.5 ft.

easily accessible areas of the world - Bell Aerospace has Height (on-cushion) 22.0 ft.

designed the Voyageur Model 7380. Height (off.cushion) 18.6 ft.

Voyageur features the capability of handling a Sk.rt Height 4.0 ft.

25-ton payload on a rugged flatbed structure fabricated Deck Height (off-cushion) 3.0 ft.

with welded aluminum extrusions. Critical components
such as transmission systems, lift fans, propellers and skirt WEIGHTS

elements have been proven in over 100,000 hours of

operation. Voyageur is powered by two 1,300 Weight empty 33,493 lb.

shaft-horsepower ST-6 "Twin Pac" power plants built by Maximum Gross weight 83,000 lb.

United Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. The engines are designed Fuel (maximum capacity) 1,980 Imp. Gal.

for cold.weather starting and operation, have muiti-fuel Crew Iwo

capability and have been proven during more tnan
two.million operating hours. ROTATING MACHINERY

The 25-ton payload of Voyageur is equal to that
of most transport airplanes now in regular supply Power plant - two Twin-Pac ST.6 units 1300

operations in the Arctic. Thus, the new air cushior, vehicle SHP (continuous) each (United Aircraft of

would provide a direct transport link from thi few, Canada/Pratt & Whitney)

scattered airstrips to settlements and support bases Itr the
movement of men, equipment and supplies. The craft is of Propeller - 2 three-blade, variable pitch 9 ft.

modular construction and can be rapidly disassembi~d into diameter (Hamilton Standard)

easily-handled units for transportation by rail, air or road
and quickly reassembled on site. Lift Fan - two 7 ft. diameter centrifugal

Extensive studies and operational tests have.
confirmed that air cushion vehicles are most ý,,jited to PERFORMANCE

providing year-around surface transportation in t-! Arctic.
Because they ride on a cushion of air above the surface, air Maximum over water speed (calm)

cushion vehicles can operate over difficult an, varied with typical barge load 50 mph

surfaces such as ice, snow, water and the tundra which are
common to the Arctic regions. Furthermore, tests have Endurance (with maximum gross

shown that the low cushion pressure will not affect the weight start) 33,000 lb payload 10-12 hrs

ecology of the tundra country.

Figure F-6-3 Voyageur Specifications

H-6-6
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Provide rapid reaction to emergencies

* System flexibility for alternative and expanded missions

. Minimize vehicle support and maintenance costs

A dquate payload capability

Si1Certain operational requirements would have to be met, however, in working
towards the above goals. These include:

I Perfoim all aspects of present AtoN operations

* Eliminate overnight onboard situations

. Rapid travel to and from work area

. Applicability to majority of Coast Guard District

* Ability to operate over ice, sand bars, shallows

. Thoroughly proven vehicle - no development problems

o Cperation independent of river conditions<I
Considerable savings, detailed in Bell Report No. 7380-953004,

would be realized in replacing either five 114 foot tenders or five 75 fout
tenders with two model 7380 ACVs. The savings result primarily frum the
ACV~s smaller crew and significant increase in speed. Additional savings
potential might also be realized by:

Multirole applicability of model 7380
Fire fighting, seardc and rescue, logistics,
pollution ocntrol

Phase out of selected depots and consolidation of shore facilities

. Reduction of overnight crew subsistence

I An artists concept of Model 7380 Voyageur configured to accomplish

the Coast Guard's AtoN mission is shown in figure H-6-4.

A very recent undertaking by Bell involves a Model 7501 in which
preliminary design studies have been ccmpleted. [his craft, identified
as Viking, is slightly larger than the SK-5 and utilizes much of the
technology of the Voyageur. It is designed as an inshore SAR amphibious
rescue craft. This concept was presented to Coast Guard Beak t in
Report No. 7501-927002, dated May 1972, and is considered Ozmpany proprietary
at this time so additional details cannot be provided.

Sit--6-7
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I�AMEH Appendix 7

EGNE SYST&IS

The Coast Guard's air cushion vehicle, model SK-5, has the General
Electric IM10 gas turbine engine installed. This is essentially a marine
version of the 7T-58 aircraft engine rated at 1050 shaft horsepower. The use
of this engine had unique advantages in conducting this evaluation. The
T-58 turbine is currently installed in the Coast Guard's HH-52 single engine
and HH-3F twin engine helicopters. This enabled the evaluation unit to haveassigned highly trained and experienced mechanics and a source of spare parts
through the USCG Aircraft Repair and Supply Center, !U•izabeth City, North

The aircraft turbine engine possesses some distinct advantages.

They are generally available in a large ninber of power ratings, havei extremely favorable power to weight ratios and they generally have an
established supply and support system. Bell Aerospace Canada is installing

the General Electric IMI00 or the United Aircraft PT-6 Twin Pack, rated at
1300 shp, in their Voyageur hovercraft for these reasons.

However, the use of highly sophisticated aircraft turbine engines
* in hovercraft has some distinct disadvantages. Primary amnng them is cost.
S¶The hovercraft industry has been plagued with the high initial cost of

"procurement, a principal factor being the engine. Second, the engine is
:• • generally more sophisticated with more critical tolerances than are really

required to operate air cushion vehicles. And third, aircraft engines

generally place a low priority on quietness, a factor that is important in
the operation of the hovercraft and the interest environment protection
has generated.

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide limited information on
the availability of turbine engines that might be suitable for hovercraft.
These engines have lower initial cost, are more ruggedly constructed, are
less critical to maintain than aircraft turbines. They are, however,
generally heavier. This field is changing so rapirl.y, an example being the
introduction of turbines by Ford and General Motors for truck or coach
operations, that no compiling of sburces would be complete for long.
No attempt is made here to provide an all irclusive list. Sawyers Gas
Tirbine Catalog, published by Gas Turbine Aublications, Inc., Stanford,
Conn. and Jane's Surface Skimmer's, Jane'6. Yearbooks, London, England
are excellent sources of information.

ACVO LYCOMING DIVISION OF AVOO O0RPORATi 1N

I AVOD has produced large quantitie. (,f ",t engines for helicopters.
With this background of turbine experience, t-:- have manufactured a family
of turbines specifically designed for marine use. These engines have free
power turbines and are substantially beefed up for marine use. The TF12
and TF14 have the general dinenmions of 51" x 30" x 36" and have a weight

U of 920 pounds. The TF12 has a maximum rating of 1,100 shp while kihe uprated
TF14 is rated at 1,375 shp. Applications include the US Navy ATC/CCB andI NAssault Support Patrol Boats.

H-7-1
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The TF25 and TF35 are basicallJy scaled up ver~sions of the previouslyI mentioned engines. The TF25 powers the W'.er Thornycraft VT1. The engines
have the general dimensions of 47" x 30" x 37" with a dry weight of 1050 lbs.
The TF25 has a maximum continuous rating of 2,000 shp while the updated TF35
is rated at 2,500 shp.

CMM EINE COMPANY, INC.

rtd rOings, located in Columbus, Indiana, produces a wide range of marine
" ~~diesel engines. one model, VTS-370M, powers the Hovennarine KM.2 sidewall

S• hovercraft. 7he engine, which is a 90°V Fonm Diesel, has 8 cylinders and is

rated at 370 bhp at 3,000 rpm. 9he engine, which is 5'9" x 3'3" x 2'10", has
a net dry weight of 2775 pounds.

SOLAR DIVISION OF INITENAICNAL HARVESTER

This company has a nurber of turbines for marine applications. The
Saturn gas turbine engine was developed for reliable continuous operaticns in
heavy duty industrial applications. The design criteria included the
fundamental principals of long life, low maintenance and ease of operations.
The engine, which is 5.6' x 3.75' x 3.66' has a maximum cwer rating of

;k 1,100 hp and weighs 950 pounds.

FOrO) MUOR COMPANY

A series of three regenerated gas turbines in the range of 320 to
525 hp are finding application in the marine market. The specific fuel con-
sumption of these turbines rivals that of diesels. In addition, they offer
a saving in weight over diesels of 1000 to 3000 pounds.

Recently, two of the Ford series 3600 turbines were installed in a
65 foot all-alumintm Stewart-built crew boat. The boat is certified to
carry 33 passengers up to 100 miles offshore at speeds up to 26 MPH.

Some of the outstanding features of the new engine concept are
optimum weight to horsepower ratio, low noise levels, extremely clean
exhaust emissions, and minimal vibrations.

[ I ESHA MUIOR CQPANY, aKSHA, WISCONSIN

The T-400 marine turbine is being manufactured by the Waukesha Motor
Co. and is reported to be selected by Enfield Marine for the EM.2 hovercraft.
This turbine, in production, is rated at 400 HP with a specific fuel consumption
of 0.92. It has a maxin power rating of 485 HP. The engine is 58" x 29" x 34"
and has a dry weight of 695 pounds.

DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON DIVISION, GENERAL MOIORS

II The Allison Gr 404 is in the final stages of extensive field evaluation
studies. If offers advantages of great durability, 1aw exhaust enmisions, high
performance torque characteristics, iproved fuel economy and superior cold
weather starting ability. It has a maxinum horsepower of 325. The engine is
47" x 28" x 39" and has an approximate dry weight of 1700 pounds. The engine
has the capability of single or two shaft operation which means it could drive
both a lift fan and propeller in a manner similar to the EM.2. It has, in
addition, six power takeoff drives for accesscries.

K 1H-7-2
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ANDEX H Appendix 8 V

HOVE1RM HOVERCPAPT Ž
A recent visit to the USCG ACV Evaluation Unit by the Director-

General of Civil Aviation, Cammnwealth of Australia, brought to our
1 attention two recent developments in the hovercraft industry in Australia.

These two vehicles, Hovergan G4A, figure H-8-1, and Hovergem G6A, figure
H-8-2, are manufactured in Adelaide, South Australia. Additional informa-
Lion may be obtained fran:

H Hovergem Sales International FrY. LTD.
Suite 3
North Terrace House

* Hackney, South Australia, 5069

The principal features of these craft are identical, therefore,
the craft will be reviewed collectively with individual descriptive data
sheets provided at the end of this Appendix identifying the differences.

lGENEA DESCRIPTIN

The two hovercraft are plenum chamber type vehicles powered by two
Iyccaming engines. The craft utilizes low cushion pressure, not exceeding
20 lbs/sq.ft., which provides a soft ride over mud, swampy terrain, or
relatively smooth water.

The centrally placed operator's cabin is fully instrumented and
raised above the deck area to provide maxim=n all-around vision. The
windscreens and side windows are provided with toughened glass to afford
maximum protection from accidental damage by birds and flying debris.
All windows can be pushed out for emergency exit.

f lThe operator's cabin is flanked by two cushion air ducts tewminating
at their rear in the engine bays from which they are separated by steelfire-walls. Each engine drives a "pusher" type propeller or airscrew,with fully controllable forward or reverse pitch and an axial flow cushion

air fan. A fin and rudder is mounted behind each propeller, with the pitch
control mechanism installed in each fin. A low drag appendage is fitted
to the lower portion of the skirt which contains the air cushion. The
cushion is divided into four segments by flexible, inflated keel and lateral
skirt units.

The craft is equipped with a water ballast system for statically
j balancing the craft according to the load being carried and to cope with

changing operational conditions. The load carrying deck is located on "
the forward section of the craft and is fitted with a removable safety
fence at the sides and front.

A passenger or crew cabin of 35 sq. ft. is fitted with two double
seats and located on the deck below and in front of the operator's cabin.
Three additional passenger seats are fitted in the operator's cabin to the

H-8-1
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Figure H-8-2
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rear of the operator's seat. Access to the passenger and operator's cabinis via a door in the port side of the passenger's cabin. A aompanionway
and steps lead to the raised after cabin.

All fuel is stored at the rear of the craft and is expended fran the
rear. The fuel tanks are situated aft of a steel firewall extending across
the full width of the craft. Fire control and protection is afforded by

I the installation of a Graviner BCF fire eontrol system in the engine
tzns, fuel bays and the passenger and operator's cabins.

Routine inspection and corrective maintenance of the underside of the
craft and skirt are sinplified by the inclusion of a built-in hydraulic jacking
system of four heavy-duty hydraulic jacks. These jacks can lift the craft
4 ft. above a firm level surface (model G4A) or, with model G6A, 3 ft. abovef the surface.

ENGINE EWiA~

SMxoel G6A Two Lyccming 0-540
250 h.p. each at 2575 r.p.m.
Cruise rating, 190 h.p. at 2350 r.p.m.

Model G4A Two Lycmiing IGO-540
350 h.p. each at 3400 r.p.m.
Cruise rating, 240 h.p. at 2700 r.p.m.

or Two Lyccming 10-720
400 h.p. each at 2650 r.p.m.
Cruise rating, 300 h.p. at 2400 r.p.m.

or Two Lyooming T10-720
•1I 470 h.p. each 2650 r.p.m.

Cruise rating, 350 h.p. at 2400 r.p.m.

iN OME: The IGO-540 engines in model G4A are only reoctm3nded for operation
over shallow calm water or smooth ground.

3 Accessories: Electric Starter
Generatdr or Alternator
Hydraulic Pup
Hydraulic Governor
Dry Automotive type Air Filter

Exhaust System: Stainless steel pipe cross-over arrangement incorporating
a large muffler for each pair of cylinders.

Fuel: 100/130 Octane Aviation Fuel

Oil: SAE 50

H-8-4
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The propellers used are either 75 or 84 inch diameter, depending
on model, Hartzell controllable pitch pusher types with a pitch range of
300 forward to 200 reverse. The pitch change is developed hydraulically
via beta valves controlled through a mechanism imouted in the fin behind

• [ each propeller. The control mechanism is wonected to quadrant mounted
(side by side) manually operated levers, located at the front of the driver's
console. The propellers are used to provide thrust and to control the craft
sie a cushitifan

2e axial flow air cushion fans are either 48 or 54 inches (dependingon model) in diameter. Each has 12 blades preset at the correct pitch.
The blades are cast from high strength D.T.D. 5008 aluminmn chromium alloy

I[ and mounted in cast hub plates of the same alloy. 7he fans are carried on
ball and roller bearings in a fixed, fabricated hub supported by seven flow
straightening stator blades attached to the fan duct.

SCRAFT.SRXL

Basically the craft is fabricated from camvmrcial quality, marineI grade almiinum alloy sheet to Australian Standards Specification 75. All
m xpent aluminum parts of the craft are carefully cleaned and etched

primed prior to assembly.

IAll steel ccrponents are passivated cadmium plated to provide omiplete
corrosion protection. All sheet joints and rivets are. sealed on assembly
with approved jointing compounds. Bolted fittings are assembled with wired

• heads or nylon nuts as appropriate, while studs or bolts which mate with
hidden nuts are treated with molybdenum disulphide grease.

The lower part of the hull is painted with tar based epoxy resin.
All other exposed and external surfaces are finished with polyurethane resin
paint. Same ncn-structural ouponents are fabricated frou reinforced glass
fibre. The hull is filled to above normal static water level with fire
resistant polyurethane foam. 7he flexible skirt is made from Linatex natural,
double-coagulated rubber sheet reinforced with, terylene cord. This skirt
material has been proven to be extremely strong and have a high scuff
resistance.. It is joined by a cold latex adhesive thereby permitting easy
repairs, both at base and in the field, should these become necessary.

Propellers

S7he propellers are controlled by two independent levers, quadrant:
mounted, side by side, in front of the driver.

iIH-8-5



Rzader

The rudders, which are interconnected and mounted at the rear of
the craft, are actuated by foot pedal controls operating through a closed
circuit hydraulic system.

Trim
Trim control is afforded by two lateral trim levers which operate

* balanced vanes in the air ducts supplying the forward air cushion segments.
These controls are located on a console beneath the dual throttle quadrant.
With the levers in the fully down position there is a restricted air flaw
to the forward cushion segments.

Engine Goven= and Carburator

Each engine governor is controller by a throttle lever mounted at
the top of a central console and each carburator by a mixture lever.
The throttle levers are located side by side in the center of the quadrant

4 *! with the mixture levers outboard of them. A governor "Push-Pull" override
control for each engine is fitted outboard of the throttle quadrant to
facilitate starting.

NOTE: For nonnal operation the throttle levers are set at the required cyuise
setting, and the engines, being governor controlled, then give constant tan
speed and hover height irrespective of the propeller pitch setting. Craft4 mspeed and direction are then controlled only by propeller pitch. At higher
speeds same cudder control can be used and the lateral trim control mani-
pulated to provide roll control when turning.

it FUIEL SYSTEM4

The standard 100/130 octane aviation fuel is carried in two tanks
located in the hull sponsons beside and below each engine, and aft of the
firewall situated across the craft. Z' fuel tank selector control is provided
on the driver's console. It has three positions, one for each tank and an
off position. Fuel filters and quick drain valves are provided adjacent to
each tank.

Two Bendix electric fuel ptmps are located adjacent to the fuel
tanks. Each pump operates from a separate switch and both need to be on
for notmal operation. A manual cross-over valve permits either pump to
be isolated in case of failure.

Either pump will supply the needs of both engines. A fuel pressure
gauge mounted on the driver's console indicates the output of each pump.

H-8-6
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3 The engine lubricating supply is contained in srmps mounted as
an integral part of each engine. (SAE 50 oil is notially used). The oil
is maintained within the prescribed temperature limits by an oil cooler
mounted in each engine bay.

FLEXIBLE SKIR ASSE4BY

•The flexible inflated bag type skirt assembly is made from Linatex
natural double-coagulated -nvber sheet. Normally there is no airflow
through this type of skirt, however, should a puncture o:c tear be made in
the bag, the air ducts through which the bag is inflated are of sufficientI size to cope with the resultant extra airflow. The bag inflation pressure
is approxdmately 18 lb./sq.ft. (0.125 psi). The main outer and rear outer
skirt sections, (those exposed to sunlight), are treated wiith a black ozone
resistant neoprene compound. This treatment also protects the skirt materialfrom damage due to fuel or oil spillage.

I The. skirt assembly is composed of five units:

Main Section

This section extends from each rear corner of the hull and passes
around the front of the craft. It is fitted with low drag flare appendages
extending approximately 18 inches below the bag. These flares are reinforced
with terylene cord, (the bag is also reinforced with terylene) and absorbs
most of the skirt wear. They are attached to the bag in four foot long
subassemblies by a system of screws and retaining straps and are easily
replaced in the event of damage or wear.

rear Section

This section is fitted between the rear corners of the hull and is
designed to deflect independently of the main section should a large ob-
struction be negotiated by the craft.

Keel Section
I The keel section is located centrally beneath the hull in a fore

and aft direction.

II Lateral Section

This section is located approximately halfway along the hull and
exte-nds from the keel outwards to the main skirt section. Each section of
the skirt assembly is fitted with automatic discharge valves to dispel any
water which enters the bag with the inflating air.

H-8-7
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S WATER BALLA•r SYSTEM

The craft is equipped with a water ballast system to permit the
trin to be adjusted for varying loading and operating conditions. Separate
port and starboard ballast circuits are provided and these are independently
controlled. Each circuit consists of two tanks, one rear and one forward,
a reversible electric pump and two control valves. Each pumlp is controlled
by a "forward-off-reverse" three-way switch. All tanks have a float operated
contents gauge which indicates on instrments in the main cabin. If
necessary, all water ballast can be discharged overboard through pipes in thelower part of the air duct fairings.

HYDRAULIC JACKING INSTALLATIEN

Four hydraulic jacks permit the craft to be raised for inspection of
the hull underside and skirts and greatly facilitate maintenance. The
hydraulic jacking system can be operated from either one of the craft's engines,
the appropriate propeller being selected to neutral pitch. As an alternative,
an auxiliary power unit can be fitted to operate the system. Both front and
rear jacks are controlled independently. In addition, the two rear jacks
incorporate a levelling control. Oil pressure is sustained on the return41 side of the system to ensure that the jacks remain fully retracted during
normal operation of the craft.

Visual indicr-tion of the jack condition is provided by a warning light

in the operator's cabin.

S[• CABIN VDTILATING SYSTEM

The passenger and main cabins are slightly pressurized by cushion air
fed from just behind the fan. This prevents the ingress of dust or water
during operation of the craft. Ventilating air is fed to the cabin inlets
via sponge type filters to remove any dust or moisture fram the incoming air.
The air is expelled fram the cabins via ducts and discharged through splash
protected apertures on each side of the hull. An individual cool air inlet
can also be provided for each occupant of the craft.

The two craft described in this Appendix contain certain features
that the Coast Guard's evaluation have determined to be highly valuable. The
four seat one ton utility craft, Model G6A, is slightly smaller than the SK-5
presently being operated by the Coast Guard. The specifications and performance
data are shown in figure H-8-3 and it has a published selling price of $143,000.

The larger two ton vehicle is seven feet longer than the SK-5 but is
about 7000 pounds lighter than our current model. Its specifications and
performance data are included in figure H-8-4 and has a published selling price
of $252,000.

Both of these craft vividly demonstrate that effective modern hovercraft
are available in the same general price range as that programmed for the new
Coast Guard 41 foot utility boat,

H-8-8
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Figure H-8-3

I HOVERGEM MODEL 0-GAIMO

The centrally placed driving "abn is fully Instumente end raised above the decit area to provide rneximn all round vision. The windescren
adside windows are provided with specially tougheneadOwt fm wcmfosckeeldrg rinbdaie ndlygdb

'~~~ 3 ~All windows can be pushed out for emergneny exit.,p.1... fynders

A p asege cabin, 35 eq. ft. in ame and fitted with two double bench type seat Is located on the deck, helow and In front of the driving

cbn. Access to the pasesenger and drivaers cabin is made via a door in the port s"d of the passnge cabin. A companionway and steps Wead to

The aaft is equipped with a water ballas system to ensure oorec satc belc Is mantained sacwrdng to the load belrM carried and to cope
with changing operationsial cnitions.

3The load carrying deck has an effective wars of 115 eq. ft. and is locate on the forward section of the craft. The deck is fitted with a remnovable
Isafaty fenc at the front end sides.

Fire commtrolad protecion Is afforded by' the Inclusion of a Grvneri S(dF fire control systm In the angin Wwomertmn~it, fuel bays and the
passeenga and driving cabins. Routin Inspection and caeractIve maintenance uf the uilsrslde of the craft and skit are simp~lified by fth inclu
siaon of en Inbuilt hydraulc jackkinsystmi which will lift the unladen casft 3 ft. above a firm leve surface.

The design of the vehicle eatmsfies the Requ~remets for Air Cushion Velhicles a laid down by the Conwmonwaelt of Australia Departmnent of
Shipping and Tranaqort.

SPECIFICATIONS

Enginle : Two Lycmning 0-W4 Exhomlast Sstem Staiinless; steel pipe rsor
320 h). nc at 2W revrnarrangnlement incorporating thre

fCruise raing. 210 h.p. at 2400 rev/mmn. lrerufssfrec ~

Accessories Electric Str Fuel 100/130 Ocstan Aviation Pmael or

Hydraulic Pump
Hydraulic Giovernor Oil SAE 50

~'. [i Dry Automotive type Air Filter

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

VLength 32ft. 4 In. Driver 17lbeU

Width li ft. 0 In. Fuel 00 galleons 531k,..

Ho t, on cushion 12 ft. 6 In. Payload, Four Passengers 4It70 6L aschl 8O

CuhinIne 540 sq. ft. Peyload, Freight -=ofte
Cushion Escape Lengh 95 ft. Gross Wo~ht350 e

Tare Weigt 4770 lbs. Cushion Pressure (cros isgia 16 bAq. ft[Waetr Wsalut - 80 gallons max. S s

~ I PSRFORMANCE
Maximum Speed fin 8e111 Air and in Nego1110able randient SlandingSmi) ale in 7

Good Trimn* 70 M.". manmOs"sHih L a~ in.ICruising Speed Range 30 to 50 m*.ph.
Endurance (Cruising Power) 3 hours

3 NOTE: ~v*God Tr~ sthe astanblshfmeno a suitble attitudesuch mthat i1 n&wu esit dmqeg xý
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Vigure6 H-8-4

HOVIRGEM MODEL Q-4A

Thes loverg Model G-4A is de- signeda ma two ton fegtcarrying vehiee. povwed by two Lysomleg engIlews. bs fregt owrryin deck of
q ~~30 sq ft.le ioead onthe forward setin of thvecroft bhind rasfed eentie end tered bowv. T deckcowned3 Indies a te enre Is

A esegror crew " o fl @35 eq. ft. wars, fitted with two double ame Is looet adn the deck, below end In front of this dribin cebin A
furte threeG p ge-ngert wuer fitted In the dridng ceh to thereroth r sM Ase;o0 U81 *4dingtb sm&
vle a door In the port side of thepessenger asbin. A companionway enid woe lead to the rakedr skiin ~n.
The wreft Is equippedi with amwaers ballest system forasatletioly h I lsen the craft according to the lced being cerrid. and so cope with

dsoooprai"codiios.The nomnenl evxlwm laed of tWD tone may be exceeded under VOd operatring condtions providing
doItdisposition does not affect the overll centre of gravty of the craft.

The craft Is capable of operation ow rougph but substantially leMe gound, aver muie or sevempy terrain and over waier. Ths craft Is designed to
negotiasae IolesIdcbItAclupig3ft.SGin. lnhslghtandbanksofpoundorvaveupto~ft. hig.4
TMe design of the vehicle satisfles; the itaquirmmnt for Air Cushon Vehicles ae lai down by the Conwnonwesat of Australia Department of
hhI 00n1 and Tr~iwsort.

Engine Two Lycomln 100-540 Accessories Electric Stvarte
350 h~ip as&at 34M revlurin. Genwertor or Aternator
Cruise rating. 240 h~p. at 2700 rev/mm. Hydraulic Pump

a w LyconIn 80-720 Dry Automotiv type Air fillter
400 h4. each at 21150 rev/rein.
Crul5aing. m* 0 h4L at 2400 ray/mIne. ExhwAut System : Stainless stie pip crox-over

a Two Lycomnin TIO-720 mimer ~or mlpoir of cylinders
450 hpa h~ p at 2 400 rw rsml. .

470hui sel ratt 265 * t200rev m /m. n lM10Otn vainFe
NOTE~~~~~erng m n Inoheatn a0-4 anplargel rc w w le o ilS E6

PRIICIPALDRA SHAS ADWEIGHTS

Lwq*t btructure 4ft0InTWWegt743D lVs.
Lengt, over skirt0f.0i.WN al,10I glal. max. 1000 has.
Width, structure 2 t 0 In. Drkwe 170 lNs.

rWidthi, oerskirt 27 ft. 0 In. Fuel, IW Imp6 VLe 720 lbs.
Halh, on cushion Is ft. 6 In. Pmmqw er, four at 170 lbs. aac M bs.
H*Kl of ratrt, on Pd lift. 9 In. Frightil 40M ILh[Heigt, at bow, on cushion 9ft. 0 In. GrodssWegh low0 lbs.

back Loading Heigt, at rest 3 ft. 6 In. Cushion Prmssur (Grosi Weight) 16. lbsisq. ft.

Cushion Area 834 eq. ft.I iCusivion Escape Lcnth 117 ft.

ePEARORMANcI

Maximnum gpsed (In Still AWr, Calm Waetr and
In Good Trilm 70 m~ph. Nliptagtla" Gradient (Standing Start) 1In

Cruising Speed Mang 26 to 50 m."~. Maximum Oijeuclis Heiot 3 ft. 6 In.

Endurance (Cruising Powairl 3 howr Maximum ft*k or Wvem HeOgtW ft.

Endurance (Cruising Power, max. Ferr Fuel) S ho-as

NOT: -sod trim K t stalsmeto a suitabl attitudle vzoli that minimnum skirt tr;occurs
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To obtain an anphibious capability the air cushion vehicle must
rely on an air screw or propeller system. It was natural that the initial
developers, being in the aviation industry, utilize proven off-the-shelf
aircraft propellers. As hovercraft increased in size, larger propellers
were designed and constructed to meet this increased requirement. The
propellers originally installed on the Navy SK-5 hovercraft were Dowty-RotalI four bladed, variable pitch, aircraft propellers. These have now been
replaced with the Hamilton Standard three bladed, variable pitch, nine foot
diameter aircraft propeller.

I. There are several distinct disadvantages to the use of aircraft
propellers on future Coast Guard hovercraft. First - the noise. The
greatest source of noise is generated by the propeller blade tip which is
rotating at a very high linear velocity. This could be reduced, obviously,
by either decreasing the angular velocity (RPM) or the length of the blade.
Both solutions reduce the power transmitted. Second - the potential safety
hazard. As a precaution, crew menbers cannot work aft on the craft when
the propeller is in motion. Third - the large sweep of the propeller
makes it susceptible to foreign object blade damage.

Many of the shortcomings or disadvantages of the current propeller
system are overccme by the smaller radius ducted fan system. There are
several such systems under production, such as on the E4 1 and 2, or

SU under study, such as described here. A systems effectiveness study has
not been conducted on the various systems and is outside the scope of this
Evaluation Unit. The material presented here was obtained from Hamilton
Standard and is reproduced to encourage investigation into many areas when
formulating the future Coast Guard air cushion vehicle's configuration.

I Q- FAN
The Hamilton Standard division of United Aircraft Corporation has

been working on the development of a propulsion system with a lower noise
signature than current turbofan or propeller systems. "Q-FAN" is their
trademark for quiet prop-fans. Although the Q-FAN, figure H-9-1, was
developed for aircraft, it has been proposed for advanced ACV designs.
But more iqportantly, this concept, particularly in a less sophisticateddesign, would appear to greatly reduce same of the problems associatedwith the present system.

-IIn addition to the reduxM noise signature graphically shown in
figure H-9-2, there are several other performance advantages. A muchsmaller diameter fan or prop-fan is required to produce the same thrustthan with an open propeller, figure H-9-3. The Q-FAN can be feathered by
changing, the fan blade angle which stops fan rotation on engine-out angreatly reduces engine-out drag. This would be an advantage in multiple

engine high speed craft. High reverse thrust obtained by bladereversing.

[ H-9 -
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Figure H-9-2
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Figure H-9-3
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I With the relatively compact unit, there is more flexibility in the
use of multiple units in directional control. The variable pitch, of course,
allows the use of differential thrust to develop a turning mvement fori• control. However, pivoting the complete propulsion pod is also feasible.

S| As a third possibility, steering vanes could be positioned in the shroud
exit nozzle.

I, As an example of the improvement of thrust/noise while reducing
the diameter, Hamilton Standard reports that they will be testing a five
foot diameter Q-FAN demonstrator powered by a Lytuming T-55 engine. This
Sombination is expected to produce more than twice the thrust produced by
the nine foot diameter propeller currently on the SK-5 while decreasing the"noise level by about 15 PNdB.

soreAs has been discussed in other sections, a more suitable propulsion
Ssoure for future Coast Guard ACVs would be dual ducted fans. One such type

Y' currently under investigation is the Hamilton Standard Q-FAN, described
above.

ii,-
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